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Senators seek
ground rules

I E.

Hotline set
up for Y2K
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
President's Council on Year
2000 is setting up a toll-free
information line for answering
consumers' queries about possible millennium problems.
By dialing 1-888-USA-4Y2K, consumers can access
prerecorded messages seven
days a week. 24 hours a day
on how personal computers,
small business, telephones and
other products or services will
be affected by the approaching year 2000.
The information on the line
comes from government agencies. companies or industry
groups, reporting on what
measures they are taking to
prepare for 2000. That is when
computer systems performing
calculations involving dates
may begin generating incorrect data if they recognize only
the last two digits of a year
because they will assume that
2000 is 1900.
Information specialists supported by researchers also will
be on hand to answer consumer
questions
Similar consumer information also can be obtained
through the council's Web site
at www.y2k.gov.

TV coverage
would impact
soap operas
NEW YORK (AP) — The
interest in how the Senate
decides
to
conduct
the
impeachment trial of President
Clinton extends to the people
who decide the next bed-hop
oi betrayal on television soap
operas.
At ABC. executives who
decide the daytime schedule
met Thursday to talk about
how an impeachment trial will
affect the story lines of soap
operas. They need to consider how a long trial that would
lead to frequent program interruptions will affect viewers'
attention spans.
The Senate still hasn't decided how to proceed. Neither
have most network executives.
ABC, CBS -old NBC twice
broke into regular programming Thursday for the first steps
of the trial. The broadcasters
and cable news networks were
mindful of the historic nature
of the events even if they
were largely ceremonial.
Cameras followed grimfaced senators signing their
names to a promise to be
impartial Jurors, and watched
House managers carry the articles of impeachment over to
the Senate ctiamber.
The Senate was to meet
today to plan how the trial will
proceed.
"I think everyone is a little
bit
on
tenterhooks
here
because it would be nice to
know." said Beth O'Connell,
NBC's executive producer for
special events.

E
Tonight...Rain changing to
snow. Some accumulation possible. Low around 20. Wind
becoming northwest 10 to 15
mph. Chance of precipitation
80 percent.
Saturday...A 40 percent
chance of morning light snow.
Partly cloudy. High in the middle 20s.

Saturday night...Increasing
clouds. Low around 15
Sunday .A chance of snow.
High around 30
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By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — After
swearing to judge President Clinton fairly and impartially, senators are working feverishly to keep
the first presidential impeachment
trial this century from becoming
a model of partisan discord.
Majority Leader Trent Lott and
his Democratic counterpart, Tom
Daschle, are combining a heavy
dose of symbolism with intense
closed-door negotiations to forge
agreements on how to conduct
the trial.
They invited their rank-and-file
members to an extraordinary informal meeting today in an ornate
room that was the Senate's chamber, and scene of great debates,
in the first half of the 19th century.
An attempt to hold the same
meeting in the Old Senate Chamber collapsed Thursday, after partisan rancor broke out only
moments after President Clinton

was formally made a defendant
in the first presidential impeachment trial since the Andrew Johnson caw in 1868. The primary
cause of the rupture was a dispute over the need for witnesses.
which Republicans favor and
Democrats oppose.
Republicans on Thursday had
scheduled votes on their proposed
ground rules and also on a Democratic alternative. With a 55-45
advantage, the GOP would have
won the fight, but at the price of
setting a partisan tone that might
never be overcome in the proceedings.
Lott pulled back from the brink
and kept negotiating, deciding senators should "keep calm and cool
and dignified." His move prompted Daschle to proclaim: "I think
there is some common ground."
"We don't want the first vote
to be a partisan vote, and it came

• See Page 2

Patton chat leaves
Mingers lukewarm
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer

Parents of a Murray State University student killed in a dormitory fire say they are glad they.
got to meet with Gov. Paul Patton to talk about safety on college campuses, but they would
have liked more concrete answers.
"I-k listened very intently, but
there was not a lot of input different from what we'd already
heard," said Gail Minger of their
40-minute meeting with Patton
Thursday in Frankfort.
She and her husband, Johnny.

said Patton assured them that all
dormitories in the gtate will be
brought up to modern fire safety
standards.
Patton and Secretary of the Cabinet Crit Luallen told them engineering work on the campuses was
under way and that bids would
be sought as soon as the plans
were done, they said.
Michael Minger, 19, was killed
Sept. 18 in an alleged arson fire
inside Hester Hall, a high-rise dorm
without sprinklers. Like dozens of

III See Page 2
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Overnight freezing rain hit Calloway County, causing a few minor
mishaps and coating trees. The weather forecast calls for snow throughout the weekend.

Road crews ready for action
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Take rain, mix with sub-freezing temperatures, apply liberally.
Yield: An icy glaze that was
anything but sweet for drivers,
law enforcement and street and
road department employees.
Mother Nature spread her concoction on Murray and Calloway
Couney for about six hours Thursday night, leaving a quarter-inch
film on everything.
Temperatures rose above freezing about midnight, and the rain,
combined with salt and cinder
trucks, helped melt the worst of
the ice by Friday morning.
Th rain was expected to
chaive to snow tonight that might
produce an inch of'aecumulation
and up to two inches Saturday
night and early Sunday, according to the National Weather Service's office in Paducah.
But it's too soon to tell, meteorologist Jeff Packett said.
"We've been focusing so much

Florida
sues over
public
education
MIAMI (AP) — Florida is
violating the constitutional rights
of many of its public school students by 'failing to provide adequate education, according to a
lawsuit against the state.
The Florida Appleseed Center
for Law and Justice filed the
lawsuit in circuit court Monday
on , behalf of 1.4 million children. The schools named in the
suit are in a cross-section of rural
and urban counties that have a
large percentage of poor or minority students.
"This includes the poor, not
just black children," said John
Due, deputy general counsel for
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,
a plaintiff. "We're talking about
poor white children. We're talking about children in the inner
city regardless of their ethnicity.
The lawsuit claims the illiteracy rate at the schools range
from 25 percent to 75 percent,
and those students lack the skills
to hold a job.
"They shouldn't be required
to go to a school where 70 percent of those kids are failing,"
plaintiffs attorney John Ratliff
said Thursday.
Attorneys said they are seeking an improvement in educational outcome, not a specific
amount of money, although the
amount of education funding likely will be an issue.
Similar lawsuits have been filed
and are at various stages of litigation in New Jersey, . Rhode
Island, Kentucky, Alabama, North
Carolina. Massachusetts, New
Hampshire. Ohio and Vermont,
the attorneys said.
Gov. Jeb Bush's office is declining comment until its legal team
has finished reviewing the suit.
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last night," Bazzell said.
But it was enough to prompt
Calloway County school officials
to call off classes Friday.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department responded to
four ,weather-related accidents.
including one in the city limits
when a sliding car was unable
to keep from hitting a Murray
policeman's car while he was
working an accident.
Patrolman Scott Svebakken,25,
of Diuguid Drive, was treated
for a neck 'strain and released
from the Murray-Calloway County Hospital after his car was rearended at 6:30 p.m. Thursday on
Doran Road near Murray High
School, the report said.
Svebakken was helping a
motorist whose vehicle had slid
off the road when a pickup truck
driven by Nathan D. Hicks, 22,
of Cohoon Road, hit the back

II See Page

Insurance companies
clamp down on coverage
BOSTON (AP) — It's how life is supposed to go: Get married,
buy a house, have children, get a dog. But many homeowners are finding themselves having to choose between their pooches and their
insurance policies.
Insurance companies say they're 'feeling the bite Of dogs just as
much as the people who wind up at the doctor's office. And they're
tired of paying out.
Jane Stanwood of Newbury learned the hard truth firsthand.
She had wanted to adopt a German shepherd like the one she
grew up with. But her insurer, Quincy Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
said no; the breed had made the company's pooch-non-grata list
because of the risk it might sink its teeth into someone.
Kevin Meskell, senior vice president at Quincy Mutual, said the
cost of dog bites makes his company hesitant to write homeowner
policies for people who own aggressive dogs.
"Just because you own a dog on our list doesn't mean you don't
have coverage," he said. "But it may be a hard sell."
Dog bites, according to industry officials, cost insurers as much
as $250 million a year in medical and liability costs/ and account
for one-third of all liability claims against homeowner policies.
A report by the National Center for Injury Prevention and Control showed that the number of dog bites that required medical care
rose 37 percent between 1986 and 1996, from 585.0(X) to 800.000.
During that same period, the number of dogs kept as pets went
up only 2 percent.
The animals most likely to be involved in an injury-causing or
fatal attack include pit bulls, Rottweilers, German shepherds, huskies.
BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
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LOOKING UP...Dan Brown sets his sights on the ceiling
as he prepares to install insulation Thursday in the new
sorority complex on Poplar Street.

Churches, chamber
involved in vote
said the chairman, Rev. J.D. Shipp.
the pastor of First Baptist Church
in Kuttawa.
Supporters of the plan to legalize beer and wine sales in restaurants' and convenience stores have
picked up endorsements. from the
Lyon County Chamber of Commerce and Kentucky's Western
Waterland, a 15-county tourist promotion organization that has
numerous members in the county.
For weeks. both sides have
"We've purchased (television)
time in the mornings and evenings
and a couple of Saturday nights," III See Page 2

EDDYVILLE. Ky. (AP) — A
political issues committee is taking a more personal approach in
its campaign to keep Lyon County dry in next Tuesday's local
option election.
Citizens for a Better Way will
use direct mail, telephone calls,
possibly radio ads and some doorto-door contacts in addition to
newspaper ads that have been run-fling for several weeks.
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on the ice we have going on
right now we haven't been able
to look ahead," Packett said.
City and county trucks were
still working Friday morning on
isolated areas that were still slick.
By 5 a.m., "It wasn't bad at
all," said Tom Clendenon of the
city street department.
Drivers spread 30 to 36 tons
of a sand-and-salt mixture between
6:30 p.m. and midnight, Clendenon said.
"It wasjust a little glazed over,"
he said. "A quarter-inch is just
as bad as three or four inches."
Dan Bazzell, supervisor of the
county road. department, said
crews spread cinders Friday morning, especially around wooded
areas Where overhanging branches prevented rain from melting
the ice.
County crews spread cinders
throughout the county from 7:30
p.m. to about midnight Thursday.
"It was pretty well all over
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JUST A SAMPLE.. Pauline McCoy has a tiny bit of blood
squeezed fron her finger by Linda Sellers, R.N., as part
of a cholesterol test Thursday at the Weaks Center.
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Senators...
Clinton braves Midwest III
From Page 1
snow to address public
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton was braving the Midwest snow emergency to tout his
accomplishments directly to the
public v. hi le senators at his
impeachment trial worked to determine his future.
In a lunchtime speech planned
for the Detroit Economic Club
today. the president was heralding
a new report by his Council of
Economic Advisers proclaiming the
past 93 months "the longest peacetime expansion in history," White
House spokesman Barry Toiv said.
By contrast. the economic expansion following the 1982 recession
lasted 92 months, according to the
National Bureau of Economic
determines
which
Research,
changes in the business cycle using
a combination of measures of gross
domestic product. income. employment• and trade.
The president's speech, meant
to sketch themes he will underscore in his upcoming State of
the Union address and new budget. was planned before anyone
knew it would fall on the day
after the Senate opened trial proceedings on the impeachment
charges against Clinton.
Coincidental or not, the bene-
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fits of escaping Washington's turmoil were not lost on White House
aides eager to show that Clinton
was above the fray and focused
on issues.
Despite the foot of snow that
caused Detroit's snow emergency
and left"many of the city's streets
unplowed. Clinton planned to linger
there even as another 2 inches to
4 inches of snow was forecast for
today.
He was to check out the annual auto show, tape his weekly radio
address from the autoworkers' union
hall and participate in other private events there.
Just this week. Clinton expanded from one to two days his trip
to New York next Thursday for a
conference of Wall Street executives trying to increase minority participation in the, stock exchange.
"The president's always looking for opportunities to travel
around the country to see the
American people," Toiv said Thursday. "And the auto show is a symbol of our economic future."
The show, which opens to the
public Saturday. is expected to
draw 800,001 visitors to see the
retro new editions of the Volkswagen Beetle, Ford T-Bird and
Chevrolet Impala.
Clinton, a repressed hot-rodder
since he has been confined to presidential limousines, owns a 1967
Mustang convertible that he and
his brother. Roger. helped restore.

i month

Highlights of today's CEA report
have become familiar fodder for
Clinton speeches in recent months:
—Average family income rose
$3.500 from March 1991 to December 1998.
—New jobs totaled 18.6 million in the same period. with 17.5
million of them created skce January 1993 when Clinton took office.
"With the State of the Union
coming up. it's a good time for
the president to reiterate economic themes that have been part of
every State of the Union address
because he's had a consistent policy." Toiv said.
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very close to being one," saig
Sen. Sam Brownback, R-Kan.
Despite such hopeful statements,
the two parties were unable to
bridge the gap during the day —
especially over the prospect that
witnesses such as former White
House intern Monica Lewinsky
would testify about sex in the tradition-bound Senate.
Clinton is charged under two
articles of impeachment, both related to his attempts to conceal his
extramarital affair Ms. Lewinsky.
One article charges the president
with perjury before a federal grand
jury, the second with obstructing
justice. Sen. Ted Stevens, an Alaska
Republican serving since December 1968, echoed the thoughts of
many Democratic senators, commenting he had "serious questions" about calling Ms. .Lewinsky to testify about her sexual
escapades with the president at

the people of the United States
of America." But as every senator was aware as the trial opened,
the articles were approved by a
House that voted along mostly
partisan lines.
"We are now jurors," Stevens
said. "We don't want chaos."
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., said,
"We've had a couple of rough
moments," but he nonetheless saw
a willingness "to come together."
While the senators insisted it
was solely their prerogative to run
the trial, Lott and Sen. Rick Santorum, R-Pa., nonetheless met for
several hours Thursday evening
with the House prosecution team.
"It was a good discussion on
some of the options," said Paul
McNulty, a spokesman for the
House Judiciary Committee. "The
senators listened to us."
Lead prosecutor Rep. Henry
Hyde, R-III., and other Republicans have prepared a list of potential witnesscs, including Ms.

Lewinsky, presidential friend Vernon Jordan and Clinton secretary
Betty Currie.
A plan Republicans crafted
Thursday would give first the
House and then the White House
up to 24 hours each — three
eight-hour days, for example —
to present evidence, after which
senators would have 16 hours for
questions to lawyers. After that,
the Democrats would be permitted to seek the adjournment of
the trial, and the House or White
House would be free to seek permission to call witnesses. Each
side would have to justify any
witness they planned to call.
A final vote would occur early
in February.
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Democrats responded with a
timetable that called for the trial
to end on Jan. 26, without the
possibility of witnesses.

Lc

It takes a two-thirds vote to
convict a president and remove
him.

•Insurance...
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the White House.
House prosecutors have failed
to allay such concerns, despite
expressing a willingness to avoid
questions to witnesses on explicit sexual material.
At the White House, spokesman
Joe Lockhart told reporters, "We
are convinced we can make a
compelling case that will lead the
United States Senate not to remove
the president."
He added that the president's
lawyers were "ready to go" and
ready to accept Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr's evidence in
the Lewinsky matter in exchange
for a ban on witnesses. But, he
added, if the House insisted on
calling witnesses it would cause
a delay, "because bringing witnesses in and not stipulating to a
record opens up a whole area of
motions, discovery and depositions.
And that takes time."
The charges against Clinton
were brought in the name of the
House of Representatives and "of

Love. i

Watch Your Savings Add Up
-With The Purchase
Of These Great Brands...

From Page 1
Alaskan malamutes, Doberman pinschers, chows, Great Danes, Saint
Bernards and Akitas, according to
a study by the Centers for Disease Control and the Humane
Society of the United States.
The vast majority of dog bites
don't end in death, but still cost
homeowners and insurers a bundle.
Most companies don't have a
blanket policy of denying insur-

a

ance to dog owners, but acknowledge that more questions are triggered when homeowners list certain breeds on their insurance
applications.
Some states mandate that insurers offer coverage for any dog,
while others allow insurers to
write policies that exclude dog
bite liability from coverage.
Raleigh Floyd, a spokesman for
Allstate Insurance, said: "We go
anywhere from insuring homes
with dogs who are not identified

said. "When my Michael put his
head on a pillow that night, he
trusted in the authorities to take
care of' him."
Her husband said the couple
believes "priorities are all wrong"
about buildings on campuses across
the country.
"A big football stadium and
indoor gyms are great," but student safety must be a university's
top concern, he said.
Patton and Luallen did not make
statements after the meeting.
The Mingers [net with Murray

legislators — Sen. Bob Jackson and was partly the cause of the canRep. Buddy Buckingham — on cellation.
Wednesday.
But they also knew Mrs. Minger
"They said they'd do every- was to see Patton the next day,
thing in their power to get it (dorm so "we didn't feel like we were
safety plans) done," Johnny Minger denying her any access to state
said.
officials," Ms. Klimchak said.
Gail Minger was also slated to
Seven people, current and formeet with Public Housing Commissioner Charles Cotton, but her mer students, have been charged
in Calloway County with setting
appointment was canceled.
Susan Klimchak, spokeswoman or knowing about the fire. All
for the Public Protection and Reg- have pleaded innocent.
(The Associated Press also conulation Cabinet, Cotton's agency,
to this storv.)
tributed
a
of
lawsuit
possibility
the
said
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"Clearly if you're a pet owner
and the dog has bitten 24 people
in the past then you know that
your dog is a vicious dog." he
said.
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• Mingers...
From Page 1
other unisersity buildings, it was
built before 1972, when sprinklers
were made mandatory.
Since the fire, presidents of the
state universities have pledged to
bring all residence halls up to
modern fire codes.
"They kept reiterating to us that
money was not a problem." Johnny Minger said.
But the Mingers said they didn't get a firm answer to their
questions about where the money
could come from to pay for the
construction work.
Johnny Minger said they told
Patton raising student fees at Murray State to help pay for the construction bonds would be unfair
since students are required to live
in dorms unless they're 21 years
old, married or have reached junior status.
"If you're going to require them
to stay there, it's the state's job
to make sure they're safe," Johnny Minger said.
After meeting with Patton, the
couple declined to comment when
asked if they would sue.
But they wanted Patton "to
understand we have a mission, and
it's, not going to stop here," Gail
Minger said.
"This is going to become a
very big part of my life," she

• Vote...
It also will mean the location
of new industry and new attractions in the county, thereby creating more jobs, according to Citizens for Progress.
Shipp said the opposition has
purposely tried not to approach
the issue from a religious standpoint, though several ministers are
involved.

From Page 1
flooded the local weekly newspaper, the Herald Ledger, with
letters to the editor explaining
why businesses should be allowed
to sell beer and wine or why the
county should remain dry.
Kentucky Registry of Election
Finance records show that between
last Nov. 21 and Dec. 11, opponents collected $1,875 in donations from two churches and eight
individuals.
Bethany Baptist Church donated $1,000 and Hurricane Creek
Baptist Church donated $500.
The registry had no report from
the proponents' group, but a
spokeswoman said it was the registry's fault because it had failed
to inform the group that a report
was required. •
Lyon County Clerk Sarah
DeFew said she expected a large
turnout.
The last local option election
in Lyon County was in 1956,
according to information that former Judge-Executive Terry McKinney received last August after
proponents filed their first petition too late for the Sept. 22 election date they had requested.
Supporters say legalizing sales
of beer and wine will mean "legal
and controlled sales" of products
already available illegally in Lyon
County.

"We've tried to look at this
from an economic (viewpoint) and
what is best for the county," he
said.
"We feel that alcohol will not
solve any economic problems we
have," Shipp said. "We're not in
competition with the other side:
we just disagree with them."

• Road...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
3-3-3
Pick 4:
4-8-4-9
Cash 5:
2-9-14-22-25

Shell

From Page 1
of the police cruiser while Svebakken was in it, the report said.
The accident reportedly caused
minor damage to the police car
and moderate damage to the truck.
City police reported working
weather-related
other
three
mishaps, including one behind the
Cheri Theatres on Chestnut Street
that caused a gas leak.
According to an incident report,
Jason Rouse, 21, of Plainview
Drive, was unable to stop his
truck on the ice and hit a gas
meter just before II p.m.
A gas line broke, causing a
leak, according to a Murray Fire

Department report.
The fire department used a
winch to pull the truck away from
the meter, then notified the Murray Gas System, the report said.
City and county road crews
have already prepared for the
snowy weather predicted for the
weekend.
Clendenon said snow plows
have been attached to trucks, which
have been refilled with the sand salt mixture.
"We've got enough stockpiled
to get us through a pretty big
storm," Clendenon said.
"We hope for the best," Bazzell
said. "We'll be running with our
fingers crossed "
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Michael D. Pierce, CPA

BRANDON AUTO WORLD

is happy to announce the formation of
a partnership with

121 By Pass • Murray
753-5315

Scott V. Wright, CPA

Body Shop Estimate

Look for money-saving coupons
inside the next edition of

ermarian could serve as that type
of assurance.
Rich Angevine, a spokesman
for Allmerica Financial, parent
company to Hanover Insurance
Co. and Citizens Insurance Co.
of America, said a dangerous dog
can often be identified by looking at previous claims.

as bite's ... to not insuring a home
if they have a dog."
Rich Berstein, vice president and
general counsel of Met Life Property and Casualty, said his company prefers not to write homeowners policies for people who
own dog breeds with a track record
of attacks.
"We're reasonable about this,"
he said. "If the person can demonstrate that the dog is not inherently aggressive then we'll consider it."
He said a letter from a vet-

to be named

•If your vehicle is looking a little "under the weather,"
our Body Shop professionals are ready to help. They
have over 31 years of experience doing quality work.
•Minor & major repairs on all makes & models.
•Keep your vehicle looking new!!!
.We work with all insurance companies.
•All our work is guaranteed.
•Coupon expires: January 31, 1999

PIERCE AND WRIGHT
Certified Public Accountants, effective
January 1, 1999.
The office is located at
310 Main Street, Murray, Kentucky.
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Impeachment trial to be held in Old Senate Chamber
WASHINGTON(AP)— Repub- to thrash out in private an agreelican and Democratic senators seek- ment on just how to proceed with
ing an agreement orlikipw to con- President Clinton's trial on counts
duct President Clint 's impeach- of perjury and obstruction of jusment trial chose to deliberate in tice.
"History oozes from these
the place where the idea of comsaid former Sen. John Glenn,
walls,"
Amerthe
into
woven
promise was
D-Ohio, when the Senate met as
ican fabric.
When the doors of the Old Sen- a body in the old chamber a decade
ate Chamber close behind them ago to mark its 200th year. Many
today, the 100 senators eligible to speeches that day held that the
attend will be alone in a space legacy of all that history is the
small enough that their voices need art of political compromise.
Although many senators past*
no amplifiers to be easily heard.
present have rejected comand
Trent
Senate Majority Leader
as morally wrong, it is
prerii'kse
was
point
the
said
Lott, R-Miss.,

early

th a
trial
: the

.e to
nove

in fact politically essential, .said South Carolina. The echoes are from
former Sen. Thomas Eagleton, D- the debates they conducted and
Mo.
the compromises they made in the
'"Without it we screech to a titanic clash between states' rights
halt, paralyzed by intransigence," and the future of slavery.
he said.
Ultimately the old chamber is
The Old Senate Chamber is the a place where compromise delayed
emblem of Senate tradition. An but did not prevent the Civil War.
early portrait of George Washing- But it is also a place where comton hangs high on the wall. A gilt promise retains its hope that
eagle and shield surmounts the progress can be made.
presiding officer's desk.
Lott said the intimate atmosphere
The heroes and historic ghosts of the Old Senate Chamber would
of this place are Daniel Webster make it easier fo-make the deciof Massachusetts, Henry Clay of sions needed to conduct the
Kentucky and John C. Calhoun of impeachment trial.

One of the reasons is simple
size.
The windy cavern the Senate
has occupied since the Capitol was
expanded 140 years ago is 113
feet long, 80 feet wide and more
than 42 feet high. The old chamber, just steps down the tiled corridor, is far, smaller in scale.
The Senate met there for 40
years, beginning in 1819. It was
always a place of good acoustics
and unstrained speaking.
History continued to be made
in the old chamber even after the
Senate marched into its new and

larger quarters in 1859. In 18(lo
the Supreme Court moved in. sia.
ing until 1935. when it mos ed
into its marble temple across the
Capitol lawn.
The Senate moved back braell‘
in the 1950s while its present
chamber was reconstructed.
Since then the Old Senate Chamber, restored to its 19th century
appearance, has been mostly a
museum room, visited daik b‘
hundreds of tourists.
But it'Jen-tains ready tor UK.
Senate to use 'when it needs a pri
vate space of just the right size.

Clinton supporters make opinions known on the airwaves, Internet
WASHINGTON (AP) — E-mail
a congressman. Send a telegram.
Write a check.
Supporters and opponents of
President Clinton are taking to the
airwaves and the Internet.
Log onto the Web site of the
anti-impeachment group People for
the American Way, type in a ZIP
code, click on a button, and have
this message automatically routed
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to the appropriate senators:
"As one of your constituents, I
am asking you to stop this witch
hunt and move on to more important issues that are facing this
country. Please do not allow the
Senate to waste time on a trial which
could last for months, and should
not be happening at all."
Or call a special number to
have this telegram delivered to a

AROUND THE STATE
Ex-prisoner sends check to jailer
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calling congressional offices, exec- time on Washington radio stations.
The ads feature the voices of
utive director Randy Tate said.
"This process should not be children asking the president for
short-circuited or shortchanged," help after they are caught fibbing.
Tate said. "It's important to let "You can explain lying better than
the Senate hear the evidence and anybody," the commercial says.
Meantime, the New Jersey
let the trial go forward."
Democratic consulting firm that
Meanwhile, conservative singer- helped Democrat Rush Holt upset
songwriter Steve Vaus has raised Republican Rep. Michael Pappas
enough money from talk-radio lis- of'New Jersey has bought $2,000
teners and visitors to his web site worth of TV time on Washington
to buy $20,000 worth ofcommercial cable stations to oppose impeach-

ment.
Message & Media's campaigi,
commercials featured Pappas or
the- House floor singing. "Tv.in
He, twinkle Kenneth Starr. no',k
we see how brave you Arc,- and
accused the incumbent of being "out
of tune and out of touch::
The firm's new commercial
warns: ''AS long as Congress puts
partisanship ahead of real w (irk.
Message & Media has two words
for you
were watching.-

Photographers denied access to Senate floor

NEWPORT, Ky. (AP) — A prisoner who liked his stay in a
northern Kentucky jail sent the county jailer a thank-you letter
and a $200 check from his home in germany.
"The treatment by the officers was absolutely flawless; their
way of executing their job was very friendly, although very strict,"
Jost-Burkhard Anderhub wrote. "I think I can be regarded as lucky
to having been imprisoned (in Campbell County) — I do not
think that I would have met equal situation at another place."
The letter and check came in October, but Campbell County
Jailer Greg Buckler waited until now to publicly acknowledge the
donation.
"We wanted to wait for the check to clear so we could be sure
the sender was serious," Buckler said Wednesday.
.Anderhub suggested the money be used for a party, but Buckler-didn't think that would be ethical. It went to the general budget instead:
Anderhub, 59, of Schlangenbad, Germany,. pleaded guilty in
U.S. District Court in Cincinnati to federal..charges of soi:ling gun
parts through the mail. The retired sales representative was sentenced to the three days he had' spent -in jail.

WASHINGTON (AP) — News
photographers missed an opportunity to record an important moment
in American history Thursday when
they were denied access to the
Senate floor at the start of the
impeachment trial of President Clinton.
Instead, several Senate staff photographers took photos of the swearing-in of Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist and the 100 senators.
Those photos were later distributed to news organizations.
"The idea of not having still

Saunders, Shaughnessy feud continues

By MICHELLE BOORSTEIN
Associated Press Writer
State lawmakers around the
country are starting off the year
full of promises — to cut taxes,
crack down on crime and, maybe
most important of all, to act as
little like Washington as possible.
"We will shun the unyielding
partisanship that has engulfed our
nation's capital," Massachusetts
Gov. Paul Cellucci said Thursday
in his inaugural speech. "We will
build coalitions, forge consensus
and get results."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The feud between Senate President
Larry Saunders and Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, both Louisville Democrats, has taken on a new dimension.
Saunders on Thursday had a staff member inform Shaughnessy
that he would have to give up his Capitol Annex office and move
to smaller quarters.
Saunders said he was not singling out Shaughnessy, though he
acknowledged that no other senator was moved unless the lawmaker asked for different space.
Saunders also said another senator, Virgil Moore, R-Leitchfield,
asked for Shaughnessy's office. Moore said he asked for a different office, but did not ask for Shaughnessy's space.
Shaughnessy is among the last holdouts among Senate Democrats who have refused to acknowledge Saunders' consolidation of
power. Saunders, in deals struck with Republicans this year and
in 1997, took over the presidency of the Senate and ousted other
Democrats in the bargain.
There are always disagreements in the Senate, Shaughnessy
said. "It's never spilled over to the personal level that Senator
Saunders has taken it to," he said. "The issue here is the exercising of power."
Saunders said Shaughnessy never asked to retain his office.
"I would think if anybody wanted to look up petty, they might
want to look up Tim Shaughnessy," Saunders said.
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senator: "It's time to move on.
Vote against impeachment and get
back to work."
The group also has an ad running in today's edition of The
Washington Post.
On the other side of the debate,
the Christian Coalition has delivered the last of its petitions containing 300,000 signatures to Capitol Hill. Coalition officials have
talked to lawmakers,and the group's
members "undoubtedly" have been

photography of an event that has
only happened once in the last
130 years in our history is absurd,"
said Mary Anne Golon, director
of photography at US News &
World Report.
The congressional standing committee of press photographers earlier this week wrote Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.,
urging him to agree to change the
usual rules barring photographers
from the Senate floor because of
the historical significance of the
impeachment proceedings.

S.D., urging access for still photographers, noting that TV. print
and radio reporters could chronicle the event, but photographers
wouldn't.
But Jeff Kent, supervisor of the
"A situation as historic as an,
Senate Press Photographers Gallery, one needs to be documented for
said the Senate Rules Committee the American public by profeshad decided to keep the usual ban sional news photographers so that
on access. "We have encouraged we have archival quality photophotographers to lobby individual graphs that will live on.- said Fred
senators" to reverse that decision, Sweets. -Associated Press assistant.
he said.
chief of bureau for photos in WashSen. Patrick Leahy, 1)-Vt., on ington.
Wednesday wrote Lott-and Senate He -Said7 the photos suppberby
Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D- the official photographers were,
"not the quality that would he
used ,in our newspapers and magazines."
They noted that the rules were
waived at least once before, for
the swearing-in of Nelson Rockefeller to be vice president in 1974.

Lawmakers full of promises

As the Senate opened its first
presidential impeachment trial in
130 years on Thursday, governors
and legislative leaders were pledging to one another and to their
constituents to keep it civil.
The same note was sounded -by
his fellow Republican and New
Englander, Connecticut Gov. John
G. Rowland.
"Let's work together. Let's resist

the politics of personal destruction that has paralyzed our federal government:" Rowland said
Wednesday in his inaugural address.
The crowd of 1,000 burst out into
applause.
"If we resort to shrill partisanship, people rightfully will be saying, 'You're no better than what
we're seeing in Washington," Minnesota Senate Majority Leader
Roger Moe said Tuesday, the opening day of the new session. Moe
is a Democrat.
Legislative leaders from every
region, Republican and Democrat
alike, sought to distance themselves from Washington as the
Senate on Thursday opened its
first presidential impeachment trial
in 130 years. Many saw the proceedings, which could stfetch on
for weeks or months, as the ultimate symbol of political paralysis.
"We've all watched the specta-

cle in Washington, D.C., I and I
can't think of anybody who has
been real impressed with the way
that's been handled. We'll try to
avoid the kind of gridlock that's
occurred there," said Iowa Gov.elect Tom Vilsack, the state's first
Democratic governor in 32 years.
Republicans, who unexpectedly
lost House seats in this fall's election and blamed their leaders' handling of the Clinton scandal, were
particularly open about their disgust with the issue and their desire
to separate themselves from it.
Minnesota state Sen. David
Knutson said he recently sent out
a letter to constituents asking for
their opinion on the impeachment
hearings. Some Republicans wrote
back to say that they would never
contribute to the party again.
"We're tainted by the perceived
partisanship in Washington," Knutson said. "I think we're trying to
distance ourselves."
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Cardio-Kickboxing is easy to learn. No
complicated choreography.
Cardio-Kickboxing is addictive! It's a
workout you look forward to each day
without bulky, expensive equipment.
Cardio-Kickboxing works! Muscle &
Cardiomagazine
rated
Fitness
Kickboxing as the highest calorie-burning workout available today. Burning an
amazing 800 calories per hour.

5.50%
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insuram
Company offers Flex II. a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions, less any applicable maintenance fees accumulate wealth tor the
future Early surm ipr rnarges apply

GET FIT • COSE WEIGHT • HAVE FUN • BE STRONG

"It gives me spirit, it
gives me confidence."
It empowers me. It's
awesome! I feel like
I can kick butt"

HAVE FUN

STATE RESORT PARK
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Aurora, Ky.• Hwy. 94 • 474-2211
*Until further notice please call Kenlake in
reference to the availability of their
Saturday and Sunday Buffets.

Call Today! Ar753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray

"Cardio-Kickboxing
is not like apything
you've tried before.
Its the best total
workout that
you can get."
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Money, weather and politics
By the time January rolls around,
most high school seniors already
know what they plan to do after
graduation. Those who are college bound have typically spent
weeks poring over financial aid
and scholarship materials.
The biggest question that families with college-bound teens have
involves the cost.
Johnny McDougal, who retired
in July 1997 from Murray State
University after 32 years, is working with the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority as an
outreach')coordinator.
In other words, he is a local
contact who can tell you all you
want to know about planning for
college.
I spent a little while talking
with him and I came away loaded
with brochures and pamphlets.
McDougal is a wealth of information on things such as a web
site (www.kheaa.com), the KenEducational Excellence
tucky
Scholarship, Kentucky Educational Savings Plan Trust,student financial aid tips, a guide for getting
in to higher education and a consolidated packet of student financial aid that includes loans, grants,
scholarships and work study.
McDougal pointed out the
importance or starting the planning process early - which means
eighth grade. The decisions made
\\ ASHINGTON (AP) — It is
in the early years of high school
called the killer that whispers. That
TODAY
WASHINGTON
will play a significant role in shapsubtlety is why it is so deadly.
ing a student's future.
Ovarian cancer is not a disease
McDougal works out of his
that gets lots of attention — no
home
and may be reached at 759marches or TV ads or "get test°383. All information is free.
ed" campaigns.
LAURAN NEERGAARD
•••
Few women know it is the most
Medical
Writer
AP
I
thought
that
Mother Nature
lethal type of reproductive cancer.
had answered my pleas Sunday
Few e‘en can name the symp- test for early detection of ovarian evample. ha)e a fourfold higher
risk of developing ovarian cancer. for snow until I realized that it
toms, so insidious that women may cancer.
w as merely a dusting. Wednesday
Dr. David Fishman of NorthFishman urges high-risk w()men
pass off the problem as indigesbrought more of the same.
western University is out to change to see a board-certified gy neconon until it is too late.
To the dismay of many around
logic oncologist.
But there are ways women can that.
He heads a research team that
—Get a rectovaginal exam every. me. I have eagerly cheered on the
protect themselves -- and new
snowflakes, encouraging an accuJisco)eries are giving cancer ha's created a small device to let year, where the doctor inserts finmulation of at least a foot. I want
researchers and doctors fresh hope doCtors pluck a few cells from a gers inside the pelvis to feel whether
Austin to experience a proper snowof finding better treatments, or woman's ovary and evaluate them ovaries are enlarged or tender.
fall, nothing like that piddly mess
Relax so the doctor can reach
en a test that might catch bud- for early cancer -- ,much like a
we had last year.
ding tumors.
Pap smear tests cervical cells for deep enough, and pay attention to
And without a measurable
how thorough the exam is.
Some 27,000 American women cervical cancer.
amount.
how else can he build a
sill be diagnosed with ovarian
"Expect it to be uncomfortFishman is seeking government
cancer this year.. and 14,500 will money to begin clinical trials need- able," said coalition founder Gail snowman? And I don't mean one
Hayward. who has battled ovaried to prove the device works.
die
If it does, women one day could an cancer for nine years. -You
While it mostly strikes women
over 40, it can hit 20- and 30- have diseased ovaries remOved want it to be-, because you want
somethings, too. Roughly 40 per- before the cancer endangers their to know that physician is probing
deep down into that cavity where
cent of ovarian cancer patients sur- lives.
The last thing a person wants
i ve five years.
Scientists also are experiment- the ovaries can be palpated."
to
experience when spending up
Large women whose ovaries
Contrast that with breast can- ing with blood tests to detect early
to
$75 f or a Broadway show
cer. where early-detection and treat- ovarian cancer, including one called cannot be reached manually, highment improvements are letting more LPA that M.D. Anderson is study- risk women or those with symp- ticket is a subtle lecture that tells
him what he has come to see is,
toms can get a transvaginal ,ultrathan 70 percent of patients live ing in 1,000 women.
like
expired medicine, no longer
Mills and colleague Dr. Robert sound, a painless test done by insertthat long.
Why? Ovarian cancer usually Bast Jr. just identified two genes ing a small probe into the vagi- good for him:
Yes, political correctness has
is detected only after it has spread that propel ovarian cancer, letting na.
come
to Broadway. While it has
Women with symptoms also
out of the ovaries and throughout them hunt for, novel treatments.
Such work offers long-awaited often get a blood test called CA125. made appearances in different
the abdomen, making it much hardnew optimism.
but it is not reliable enough for • forms before (such as once obliger to treat. ,
atory lectures about AIDS at the
But until it pans out. Fishman a definitive diagnosis.
mptoms are subtle — just
—Consider birth control pills, end of every ,show in New York),
hispers.- Dr. Gordon Mills of and the National Ovarian Cancer
M.D. Anderson Cancer, Center in Coalition offer women protective which cut ovarian cancer risk up it's now seeping into the shows
to 60 percent in women who use themselves.
Houston calls them: Mild pelvic advice:
I first noticed the PC infection
—Talk with your doctor to dis- them for five years.
or abdominal pain; abdominal bloata
few
years ago during a revival
Childbearing and breast-feeding
ing; gas. nausea or similar stom- cover your personal risk.
of
Rodgers
and Hammerstein's clasach complaints that persist over a
Family medical history is key also reduce the risk. The more
week; fatigue; increased urination — look not just for relatives with times a woman ovulates during sic "Carousel" in London. The
ovarian cancer, but clusters of her lifetime, the more chances show is set in the 1920n a viror changes in bowel habits.
While women can get mam- breast, colon or prostate cancers. there are to trigger ovarian can- tually all-white New England town.
In that productions the character
mograms to spot early breast canYour own medical history plays cer.
Oral contraceptives, pregnancy "Mr. Snow" was black and the
cer or Pap smears to catch cervi- a role.
children he and the white "Mrs.
Breast cancer survivors, for and nursing inhibit ovulation.
cal cancer, there is no screening
Snow" produced looked like the
United Nations. I recall turning
to my wife and asking: "Would
you explain the genetic code on
this one?" The audience laughed
as the children who were black,
Jan. 4 - The Florida Times-Union, Jack- state of the nation:
white, Asian and other racial catsonville, on impeachment:
Judging by the sex scandal that swamped Washegories traipsed across the stage.
President Clinton's supporters argue he should ington in 1998, turning the nation's highest electIn the current revival of Irvnot he removed from office because polls show ed officials into spiteful brawlers. one might think
ing Berlin's magnificent 'Annie
most Americans are opposed.
that this country is going to, well, heck. Get - Your Gun," now in WashNothing could be further from the triikfl, accordSure. Let the people vote directly on whether
ington and headed to Broadway,
to remove the president.
ing to a detailed analysis by Gregg Easterbrook in
the
program informs "this is not
the
The
New
Republic
and
other
sources.
vote
on
a
major
tax
cut.
Next,
Then let them
your grandfather's 'Annie Get Your
on school vouchers.
For instance, crime is down considerably, as the
Gun.'
After that, let them vote on congressional term FBI reported a short time ,ago.
Neither is it composer and lyriAccidents have been declining since 1995. The
limits, a balanced budget amendment and abolition
cist Irving Berlin's, or Herbert
of the Internal Revenue Service.
rate of accidental death has dropped 12 percent
and Dorothy Fields' (they wrote
Polls show the people favor those things. over- since 1985.
the
book >. It has been revised by
whelmingly, But Clinton and his allies are blockHighway fatalities are decreasing even though
Peter Stone. '
ing them.
there are more cars, driving faster, on the road.
Modernists, who haven't done
Why should public opinion be sacred when it
In many big cities the decline in downtowns
too well creating hit Broadway
agrees with the liberals but meaningless when it has stopped.
musicals in recent years, are now
disagrees?
It's puzzling to learn that only 15 percent ot
tinkering with the classics, trying
Liberals have little use for public oQinion. They Americans think the country is getting better, although
to exorcise them of racial and'
use me courts to overturn election results
Seei- overwhelmingly they think their own lives are betethnic stereotypes. Fortunately, prosions by the elected representatives of the people. ter.
ducer Hal Prince resisted the presWhy this optimism gap? Maybe because segsure and presented the original
If liberals now want Congress always to abide ments of the Media tend to accentuate the negabook, music and lyrics in his fabby the will of the people, fine. Let there be gov- tive.
ulous revival of Jerome ..Kern's
ernment by opinion poll. But let that method preAnd much b'news emanates from Washington.
"Showboat." Prince rejected critivail in all cases, not just when it benefits liber- where the Bill Clinton-Monica Lewinsky-Kenneth
cism from some civil rights groups
so
als.
Starr saga was
degrading and pervasive that
about racial stereotyping (these
Jan. 3 - The Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch, on most Americans tuned out.
are some of the same people who

Cancer fueled by ignorance
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that is only two inches tall.
Outdoor columnist Jerry Maupin
offered to take up a collection for
plane tickets to Aspen so that Austin
and I could build as many snowmen as we wanted and not subject the rest of Calloway County
•
to snow.
With my luck, as soon as we
boarded the plane, a record snowfall would hit Murray while Aspen
would experience a record melting season.
Anyway, with all the attention
being focused on the winter weather (or at least the weather that is
happening everywhere but here) I
thought it might be a good idea
to explain exactly what those weather terms are courtesy of the National Weather Service in Paducah.
A snow advisory is issued
whenever the forecast mentions
two inches or more of snow, but
less than four inches on average.
I have noticed that lately when
the folks in Paducah have predicted massive amounts of snow,
Murray manages to escapebwith
little or no sign of the white stuff.
Heavy snow warning means
that the forecast calls for average
snowfall amounts to reach or exceed
four inches.
A winter storm warning is
issued for any combination of
frozen or freezing precipation types
that are expected to fall in sufficient quantity to become a significant event.
Ice storm warnings are issued
when freezing rain produces ice
coatings, at least one quarter inch
thick.
A winter weather advisory is
issued when a combination of freezing or frozen precipation types
results (or is expected to result)
in hazardous conditions, but not
sufficient to meet winter storm
warning criteria.

•••
I made a quick stop at the
courthouse earlier this week enroute
to an interview. New year, new
faces, new methods of doing things.
So far, I am impressed with the
meeting change approved by the
fiscal court under the leadership
of County Judge/Executive Larry
Elkins.
A monthly night meeting (third
Tuesday at 7 p.m.) is precisely
what county residents need in order
to ensure the greatest amount of
participation. And with the county looking at several very important issues in the upcoming months,
including adult entertainment, input
from the public will especially be
important.
Elkins and his counterpart at
the city, Mayor Freed Curd, are
not new when it comes to dealing with the public and the media.
The Ledger has a good working
relationship with both the city and
county governments, which is
essential in us fulfilling our watchdog function.
•••
Sometimes when people in our
community are unable to find the
answers to their questions, they
turn to us at the Ledger for assistance.
This week's question has me
stumped, especially since my first
response was wrong.
"Where can I take my flashlight batteries to be recycled?"
The answer is not to call Donna
Herndon or Bill Wells, which is
what I suggested. I thought that
since they handled the Make A
Difference Day project, they might
have some insight. They also drew
a blank.
And no, a sarcastic "throw them
in the trash" is not acceptable either!
If you've got an answer, give
me a call so I can pass it on.

Don't give my regards

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
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CAL'S THOUGHTS

want to censure Mark Twain and
object to a recent book about"nappy
hair," even- though it is a positive
work and authored by a black
woman). Not overly gifted with
creative skills, some try to diminish others who are.
The program says producers
Barry and Fran Weissler were
"uncomfortable" with "a number
of moments" in the 1946 version
of "Annie Get Your Gun." They
hired librettist Peter Stone to "renovate" the book. Stone says the
show "looks a bit quaint to audiences reared on the likes of 'Chicago' and 'Rent.' " I'm not paying
money to see Stone's version of
modernism. If I want to see those
shows I'll buy a ticket. I came to
see the original "Annie Get Your
Gun," as I did "Showboat." I want
to see the real thing, warts and
all. Besides, why should "Chicago" and "Rent" be the yardstick
by which the classics are measured?
Stone believes Native Americans are the ones in need of the
most fixing. Stereotyped in the original, they now are equals in the
renovation. One is even "halfIrish" and marries a white girl.
Annie's song "I'm an Indian Too"
has been cut. Even Falk Butler,
Annie's love interest, has been

transformed into "more a '90s kind
of guy." Stone disingenuously says
"there's not a line of preaching
in it." There doesn't have to be.
The "preaching" has been done in
the rewriting. In its present format with the magnificent finale,
"There's No Business Like Show
Business," now the opening num- her, the show lacks spark, charm
and passion. With the exception
of a few Bernadette Peters moments
and Valerie Wright, whose character, "Dolly Tate," Frank rejects
for Annie, it appears the cast is
doing a walk-through, not a performance, The New York reviewers can decide.
The original "Annie Get Your
Gun," starring the incomparable
Ethel Merman (Berlin wrote the
show expressly for her), ran for,
1,147 performances and delighted
audiences. If the re-creators of this.,
"Annie" think people will pay high
prices to be told what they ought
to like, they may be making a.
costly mistake.
Bernadette Peters is the draw,
but this show is a counterfeit.
Grandfather wouldn't like it if he
had seen the original. There may
be no business like show business, but this show in its present
form gives the audience the business.
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WKMS searching for volunteers

DEATHS
Charles Leslie Verts
Charles Leslie Verts, 33, Kirksey-Alfito Road, Kirksey, died
Thursday, Jan. 7, 1999, at 6:45 p.m. at his home.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral
and burial arro.ngemepts.

Mrs. Lillian Cathryn Powell
Mrs. Lillian Cathryn Powell, 88, formerly of Iti
clershall County,
died Wednesday, Jan. 6, 1999, at 12:25 a.m. at amargo Manor,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
A retired elementary school teacher, she attended the University of Nebraska. She taught in Nebraska, Mississippi, Indiana and
Kentucky. She was a member of St. Gertrude's Catholic Church,
Cincinnati, and a former member of St. Pius Tenth Catholic Church,
Calvert City.
She was married in Stapleton, Neb., May 25, 1936 to William
Edward Powell who died Jan. 22, 1972. Born Sept. 2, 1910 in
Elyria, Neb., she was the daughter of the late Emil Vodehnal and
Tracie Ptacnik Vodehnal.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Patricia Welling, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Dr. Elizabeth Powell, Murray; one brother, Emmanuel
Vodehnal and wife, Izola, Searcy, Ark.; five grandchildren, Deborah Platou, Seattle, Wash., Michael Welling, Rogers, Ark., Nancy
Riley, Cincinnati, Pamela DeSantis, Columbus, Ohio, and Erin
Ford, Murray; four great-grandchildren.
Visitation will be Saturday at 10 a.m. at Our Lady of Perpetual Help Catholic Church, Ord, Neb. The funeral mass will follow at 10:30 a.m. Burial will be in Ord Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Alzheimer's Association, 3703 Taylorsville Rd., Louisville, KY 40220.
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Judge to decide his
role in Heath trial
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PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)-A judge
said he will decide today whether
to step aside from the trial of a
lawsuit brought by the families of
three girls killed in a shooting at
Heath High School.
"I said earlier that if the appropriate grounds were stated I would
do it," McCracken Circuit Judge
Jeff Hines said. "I'll make the
decision - there doesn't have to
be a hearing if I decide to recuse
myself. I don't think there will
be a bunch of lawyers jumping
up and down asking me to stay."
The families filed their lawsuit
against 45 people, including the
killer, Michael Carneal; his family; and school officials and teachers.
The suit, filed Dec. 2, alleges
Carneal's parents and school personnel were negligent for failing
to report his violent writings and
erratic behavior. He fatally shot
the girls and injured five other
students when he opened fire on
a prayer group in the school lobby
Dec. 1, 1997.
The girls' parents cited three
grounds Thursday as reason for
Hines to step aside.
They said Hines has prior knowledge of the facts because he
presided over Carneal's criminal
proceedings. The 15-year-old pleaded guilty and was sentenced to
life in prison without possibility
of parole for 25 years.
They alleged that Hines has a
professional relationship with John
Carneal, who is Michael's father
and a well-known local lawyer.
And they alleged that Hines is
opposing them in a case now
before the state Supreme Court.
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"These seem reasonable," Hines
said Thursday. "There is one other
matter to clear up tomorrow, and
then I will make my decision."
He would not elaborate.
Hines is appealing a Court of
Appeals ruling that struck down
his gag order preventing the parents from talking publicly about
the case in the weeks leading up
to the criminal trial.
Michael Breen, the attorney for
the victims' parents, also asked
Hines for an extra month to respond
to the defendants' numerous
motions to dismiss the case and
to examine the more than 2,000
pages of investigative files that
prosecutors released following
Carneal's Dec. 14 sentencing. He
also asked Hines to direct police
and prosecutors to preserve all
records related to the case.
The pending motions in the case
will be heard Jan. IS. Hines said he expected that a
iecusal motion was coming, either
from the parents or from someone among the defendants and 23
attorneys in the case who may
have had a conflict with him.

91.3 FM WKMS, Murray State
University's public radio station.
must reach a goal of $60,000 for
its Spring fundraiser and volunteers will make the difference in
making it happen.
-We are maintaining our goal
of $60,000 for this fundraiser" said
Marian Dillard, promotion portion
and development director."We hope
to raise at least half of that amount
prior to the on-air portion."
The fund drive theme is "Connecting People and Place" and it
begins this month when a direct
mail request- is sent to WKMS
Friends.
The station will also begin calling Friends in February to assist

their renewal pledges. Call-out sessions are set for Tuesday and
Thursday nights.
Friends are especially needed_
for this effort in addition to answer-.
ing phones during the on-air portion of the fundraiser which begins
Feb. 25. During that crucial portion, 91.3 FM opens its phone
lines for listeners to call in their
pledges.
"We depend on the kindness of
volunteers for our fundraiser's success," said Dillard. "Without their
help we would be unable to continue to provide diverse programming for the Four Rivers region."
Money raised in the twice annu-

al fundraisers helps pay for National Public Radio programs like
"Morning Edition," "All Things
Considered," "St. Paul Sunday."
"Performance Today," "A Prairie
Home Companion" and more. The
money is also used for such things
as engineering supplies, technical
improvements costs related to news,
promotion and development and
outreach.
During the fundraiser, listeners
call in pledges at 1-800-599-4737.
Checks may be made payable to
WKMS/MSU Foundation and
mailed to WKMS, 2018 University Station, Murray, KY 42071.
Pledges may be made by installment or by Visa, Mastercard or

Discover.
Many regional corporations
match employee pledges and offer
specific forms in their human
resources office. Murray State University employees may give through
payroll deduction by requesting an
enrollment card for that purpose.
WKMS welcomes volunteers
anytime. If you'd like to help during the fundraiser call the station
at 762-4743 or 800 599-4737 and
talk to Dillard, Pat Terrell. or
Kathy Thweatt. 91.3 FM studios
are on the 8th floor of Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center at Murray State
University at the corner-of 15th
Street and Olive Boulevard in Murray.

Johns files as Kentucky treasurer candidate
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-State
Rep. Susan Johns, a Democrat and
former bank executive from
Louisville, has filed as a candidate for Kentucky treasurer.
Also Thursday, Agriculture
Commissioner Billy Ray Smith
kicked off a race for a second
term.
Johns, 44, is a corporate real
estate adviser and a former vice
president of two Louisville banks.
She said she wanted a role in
state government financial policy
making if elected.
The treasurer is by law a member of the Kentucky Lottery board,
Investment Commission and Teachers' Retirement System board. Johns
said treasurers usually send aides
to their meetings but that she
would be an activist.

Incumbent
Treasurer
John
Kennedy Hamilton, subject of a
bitter divorce and other personal
controversies, is not running for a
second term. No one besides Johns
had filed for treasurer as of Thursday.
Johns is a former state senator
who pursued investigaions of the
finances of Medicaid and the Kentucky Association of Counties. She
was defeated for re-election by
Republican Julie Rose in 1994.
Two years later, Johns' won a
House seat to represent the 32nd
District in Jefferson County and was
re-elected in November. She said
she would not give up her House
seat and would sandwich the campaign around her legislative schedule.
Smith, a
fourth-generation

Murray Tourism Commission
busy updating visitor's guide
The Murray Tourism Commission is currently in the process of
updating its annual Visitors' Guide
for 1999.
The Visitors' Guide is the main
tourism publication for the. Murray-Calloway County area. With
over 65,000 copies printed, the
Visitors' Guide is distributed
throughout the western end of Kentucky and is also mailed to prospective tourists and people considering relocating to the area.
Included in this versatile guide
is information about points of interest in the area, a calendar of events
for the year, and advertisements
for local attractions and businesses.
The Tourism Commission is
now accepting information for any

open-to-the-public event to be
included in the calendar of events.
The calendar runs from March
through December. Deadline for
submitting information for the calendar of events is Jan. 15.
For information about advertising in the Visitors' Guide, contact
Al Andrews of Printing Services
and Supplies, at 753-5397.
To list an event in the calendar of events, contact Mina at the
Murray Tourism Commission at
759-2199, .or mail the information,'
along with the name and phone
number of a contact person, to
the Murray Tourism Commission.
PO Box 190, Murray, KY 42071.

farmer from Warren County. is
among the first state officeholders
eligible to seek re-election, thanks
to a constitutional amendment.
State Auditor Ed Hatchett and
Secretary of State John Y. Brown
III have filed for re-election. Attor-

Elementary school teachers are
encouraged to attend a professional
development workshop from 4 to
7 p.m. Jan. 12. at the Kentucky
Oaks Mall in Paducah. The workshop will feature the Gingerbread
Man curriculum from the EconomicsAmerica instructional program.
The Gingerbread Man curriculum uses an integrated-thematic
approach to economic instruction
for elementary school. Using Th
Gingerbread Man folktale, this unit
encouraged cooperative learning
instruction with emphasis on
respect, sharing
_ and decision mak-

Bring almost any item
in for Cash Loan
Warehouse Tire will continue to
offer you the same dependable
service and exceptional quality you've
come to trust.

Ing.
No prior economic knowledge
is necessary to attend the workshop which is presented as a service to area educators and coordinated through the Murray State University Center for Economic Education.
For the latest information on
this and other EconomicsAmerica
workshops
log
on
to:
www.econ.org, and click on "For
Teachers." Workshop registration
can be completed on this website
or by contacting Barry Brown at
502-762-3403 or Janice Vaughn at
502-395-4997.
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Lyons Is a market maker In this stock
UNC price unchanged

*Pot 0' Gold

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

506 N. 12th St.
Olympic Plaza • Murray. KY

HI WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

767-9113

Open Mon.-Fri. 7-5

ney General Ben Chandler said he
would make an announcement within days. The filing deadline is Jan.
26.
Smith cited his emphasis on
marketing, crop diversity, farm safety and creation of task forces.

Elementary teachers urged
to attend Paducah workshop
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Is Ircoll7r Memory- Not As Good
As It Used To Be?

912 South 12th
St.. Murray
Hrs: Sun. 12-5
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Take this simple test to help pinpoint the degree of your memory loss:
1. Do you ever forget where you left things, like your keys, purse, wallet, etc?
( [Never [ [Occasionally [ [Frequently

SEARS

ERO%
it.

2. Do you ever forget a person's name that you have just been introduced to within a few minutes of the introduction?
[ [Never [ [Occasionally [ [Frequently
3. Do you ever forget that you have left something like the water running, food cooking, etc?
[ [Never [ [Occasionally [ [Frequently
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753-2310
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Opal Hart

charge

May'99 on all tractors and mowers
over'299 when you use your Sears Card

4. Has it become difficult to remember commonly used phone numbers, addresses, etc., without looking them up?
[ [Never [ [Occasionally [ [Frequently
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5. Has it become necessary, in recent years, to post notes to yourself as reminders of appointments, events, etc?
[ [Never [ [Occasionally [ [Frequently
6. Do you ever forget your grandchildren's or other close relatives' names?
[ [Never [ [Occasionally [ [Frequently
7. Do you ever forget that you did a chore a day or two before and start to do it over again?
[ [Never [ [Occasionally [ [Frequent
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8. Do you ever forget an event(a meeting, appointment, etc.) that happened within the last
week?
[ [Never [ [Occasionally [ [Frequent
9. In the middle of doing something or going somewhere, do you ever forget the reason why?
[ [Never [ [Occasionally [ [Frequent
If you answered all nine questions "Never," your memory appears to be in excellent condition.
If you answered five or more of the questions "Occasionally," a pattern of memory loss may be
developing. if you answered the questions with a mixture of "Occasionally" and "Frequently,"
you've obviously been eipersiejArlOemory problems for some ticie.

111••••••••••••11

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.,

;ON
litor

the area's leader in memory research, is currently conducting clinical studies for the treatment
of mild memory loss and the prevention of Alzheimer's Disease. If you are over 55, in good
health, and beginning to show a pattern of memory loss, participation in one of our clinical
trials may help. In addition to modest compensation for study visits, lodging in Paducah will he
provided to facilitate ease in keeping appointments.
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Prefeesiossal Quilting Service For
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CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT, INC.
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GALLERIES
753-4522

Hwy.641 North

CainSlb
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DODGE•JEEP

TAW

HWY. 641 N.• MURRAY, KY • 753-6448

804 Chestnut

753-6656
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Formal Wear and Limousine
'Weddings • Proms 'Banquets •Birthdays 'Anniversaries

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071 zigMagp 116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 753-1300
1901) 642-5300
Limousine
Book
759-4713
(502)
Semices For
Toll Free
Toll Free
Your Wedding'
1-888-958-9879
1-888-367-6757

JCPenney•
STYLE -

SALON HOURS:
M-F 9-8, Sat. 9-6
Sun, 1-5

CHESTNUT HILLS
759-1400
M-S 10-9; Sun. 12:30-6

Look for our "Capsule Summary"
in every Friday's edition.

•

753-7688

LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED

SER ALL

PTEESRTMCITOENTARNEL

FREE INSPECTIONS Serving You Since 1963
Phone: 502-753-6433 • Toll Free: 1-800-264-1433
1604 SR 121 ByPass, Murray, KY

Serving Breakfast
6 a m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

CS)

Arby's
.._.."

507 N. 12th

753-8841

S.

•-.*
f. ,e,

ICFC

•

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right" •
Call In Orders 753-7101

205 N. 12th

"The oldest independent repair shop in Murray.'

•
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Cunningham
Auto Repair
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Open Hon.-Fri. 7:30-5

619 South 4th St.• 753-6831 • 753-3571

FITTS BLOCK 6
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

LUTHERAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 a.m.
Worship
930 a.m.
Bible School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School & Bible Class 900 a in
10:15 a.m
Worship
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BLOOD RIVER
11 00 a in
Morning Worship
HOWARD D
METHODIST
6 00 p in
Evening Worship
BETHEL UNITED
CHERRY CORNER
9:30 a.rn
Morning Worship
1
AP/
10 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
COMPANY g
p.m.
6
&
11 a.m
Worship
6:00 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
5 p.In.
Church Training
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
10:00 am
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Sunday School
Mayfield, Ky.
CHURCH
St.
7th
118 N.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
SERVICES
9.45 a.m
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
Night
Sun.
3rd
&
1st
1634 Main St . Murray
AIN.
11-00 a.m
Morning Services
COLDWATER
FAMILY
10.30 a in.
Sunday
6 00 p.m
Evening Services
11:00 an:
Worship
to.
m.
a
HOUSE
10.30
STEAK
School
Sunday
CHURCH
DEXTER BAPTIST
10:00 a.ni
,
7:30 p.m. Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
6.30 p.m
Air
Wednesday Serv
Bel
CAMPGROUND
COLE'S
i
12-3 p.m.
10.00 a.m. Reading Room Every Wed.
Sunday School
• 8:50 a in
Worship Service
Center
Shopping
in
a
11.00
Worship Service
9:50 a.rn
'. • .
Sunday School
!
I
p.m.
6:00
Sunday Night
753-0440
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
p.m
6:00
&
a.m.
11:00
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. Worship
Bible School
...,
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
MISSIONARY
EMMANUEL
m
a
11:00
Worship
p.m.
6:00
Evening Worship
11.00 a.m
Morning Worship
9:50 a m
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST Church School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
9:30 a.m.
School
Open Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday
BAPTIST
FAITH
11:00 a.m.
1Q:15 a.m. Worship Service
Morning Worship
m
a
11.00
Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m. Sunday School
Evening Worship
6:00 p in
Evening Worship
METHODIST
GOSHEN
p.m.
7:00
Wed Bible Study
Phone 753-9131
FIRST BAPTIST
South 12th
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER
9-30 a.m
Sunday School
a.m.
9:00
Worship
a.m.
10:50
10-45 a.m. & 6 p.m. Morning Worship
Great Selections...
Worship Services
HAZEL UNITED imaiHODIST
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FLINT BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
'Bibles and Bible Covers
Sunday School
FRIENDSHIP
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. Worship
'Bible Index Tabs
1100 a.m. Sunday School
Morning Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
11100 a.m.
Worship
Morning
BOOK-N-CARD 4* *Bible Lesson Planners
p.m.
645
Evening Worship
10:00 a.in
Sunday School
GREEN PLAIN
GRACE BAPTIST
11:00 a.rn
10:00 a.m. Morning Worship
Bible Study
Chestnut Hills 'Precious Moments Bible
930 ain
Sunday School
KIRKSEY UNITED
10:45 a.m.
Morning Service
FREE Imprinting With Purchase
p.m.
6
&
a.m.
10:45
Murray
Worship
9:00 a.m.
• 6:00 p.m. Sunday School
Evening Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
a.m
10:00
Worship
Morning
p.m.
7:30
10:00 a.m. Wednesday Worship
Sunday School
New and Used Tires * Lowest Prices!
LYNN GROVE
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
1100 a.m.
•
Morning Worship
9:45 a.rn
900 a.m. Worship Service
Bible Study
p.m.
6:00
Evening Worship
1045 a m
9:50 a.m. Church School
730 p.m. Morning Worship
Wednesday Eve
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
HARDIN BAPTIST
9:00 a in
7:00 p.m. Worship Service
Mid-Week Worship
a.m.
1030
&
9:15
8,
Worship
10:30 a.m
Sunday School
HICKORY GROVE
. 8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun Schools
MASON'
§ CHAPEL UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
—...........
10:00 azn.
400 Industrial Rd. 753-1111
900 a.m. Sunday School
7 p.m. Sunday Bible Class
Wed Worship
11:00 a.m.
1000 a.m. Morning Worship
Morning Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
MT. CARMEL
7.00 p.m.
Night
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Wednesday
Worship
10:00 a.m
Worship
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
a.m.
9:30
School
Sunday
11:00 a.m
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
5:30 p.m. Sunday School
Church Training
MT. HEBRON
1050 a.m.
FARM SUPPLIES0
7:00 p.m. Morning Worship
Wednesday Worship
‘.....,
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m. Worship
Evening Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1000 a.in
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
Paris, TN 901-A42-0061 McKenzie, TN 901-352-n061
5:30 p.m. Sunday School
Evening Service
11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. Worship
Morning Worship
KIRKSEY BAPTIST •
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
6:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. Evening Worship
Morning Worship
9:45 a.m.
Worship
NEW CONCORD
p.m.
6:30
Worship
Evening
11:00 a.m
950 a.m. & 6 p.m. Sunday School
Worship
Murray
1707 West Main
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
BAPTIST
experience
years'
40
over
have
a.m.
"We
9:45
School
Sunday
p.m.
7
10:00 a.m. Wednesday
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
in design and craftsmanship"
NEW PROVIDENCE
11 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Preaching
6:00 p.m
1000 a.m. Evening
are here to serve you and your loved ones
We
Morning Service
p.m.
700
Night
Wednesday
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
600 p.m
Evening Service
LOCUST GROVE
753-1962
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
PLEASANT VALLEY
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
a.m.
11:00
School
Sunday
a.m.
10:45
7:00 p.m. Morning Worship
Evening Worship
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
v 1 Salmi•SOIVICO
LONE OAK'PRIMITIVE
01
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
SECOND STREET
2:00 p.m.
1st Sunday
..iJ...
DA
•AB Akatez II Models
n1
a.m
11:00
Service
Morning
a.m.
10:45
2:00 p.m. Morning Worship
3rd Sunday
0 Quit Fabrics
6:00 p.in
Evening Worship
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
NAZARENE
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
•Sewing Suppler
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
9 a.m
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Worship
95 Chestnut Sheol
6.00 p.m
Evening Worship
11:00 a.m.
10 a.m
Morning Worship
Bible Study
753-3444
Murray
MOUNT HOREB
10:00 a.m.
6 p.m. Sunday School
Worship
Evening
FREEWILL BAPTIST
6:00 p.m.
7 p.m. Evening Worship
Study
Bible
Wed
9.30 a m.
Sunday School
MURRAY CHURCH
UNION GROVE
11 00 a in
Worship
9:45 a.m.
1050 a.m. Sunday School
Morning Worship
NEW LIFE GENERAL BAPTIST
10:45 a.m.
600 p.m. Morning Worship
Evening Worship
10.00 am
Sunday School
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Evening Worship
11 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
6-30 p.m.
9:00 a.m. Wednesday Worship
Bible Classes
NEW MT. CARMEL
1000 a.m & 6.00 p m.
Worship
MISSIONARY
PENTECOSTAL
WEST MURRAY
11:00 a in
Morning Worship
503 Walnut Street 753-3062
10:50 a m.
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP,
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Evening Worship
GOD
OF
p.m.
CHURCH
6-00
Evening Worship
...-}02..V1
NORTHSIDE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
10.00 a m
Morning Worship
p.m
6:00
&
m
a
a.m.
00
11
00
9
Church
Morning
600 p.m
Evening Worship
7:00 pm
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Wednesday
Evening
NEW PROVIDENCE
CALVARY TEMPLE
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Wednesday
10.00 a m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
llam & 7pm
Worship
11am & 630 p.m.
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST Worship
OAK GROVE
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
11 a m. & 7 p m
Worship
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
10 a.m
Sunday School
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
OWENS CHAPEL
SAINTS
OF LATTER DAY
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
520 S 16th St
2205 Coldwater Rd.
1100 a m. Sunday Priesthood
Preaching
900 a in
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 pm
Sun. Set
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
5 30 p.m. Sunday School
Prayer Service
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FAITH TABERNACLE
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Sacrament Meeting
3 miles east of Almo
POPLAR SPRING
10.00 am
Sunday School
9 a in
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
EPISCOPAL
10 15 a m. & 7 p.m
Worship
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1736
SALEM BAPTIST
1030 a in.
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1620W. Main
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Morning Worship
6 p.m.
7 15 pm. Sunday Holy Eucharist 8 & 1030 a.m. Worship
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
900 a.m
Sunday School
SCOTTS GROVE
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
5 15 p.m
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Wed & Fri Services
11 00 a.m
Worship Service
7 00 pm
Saturday Evening
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
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Evening Worship
1030am & 7pm.
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INDEPENDENT
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SOUTH MARSHALL
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Sunday School
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The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth
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Sunday School
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D
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Sunday School
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LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
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Sunday School
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Thursday Night
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Morning Worship
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Service
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in.
a
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Sunday
Morning
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Evening Worship
PLEASANT
MOUNT
pm.
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7
Sunday Evening
6.00 p in
Mid Week Services
7531586
11 00 a m.
Morning Worship
212 E. Main St.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
WEST FORK
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Worship
Evening
pm
3
Sunday
11 00 a m
Morning Worship
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
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Wednesday
600 p in
Sunday Evening
11 00 a m.
Worship
CHURCH OF 7'HE LIVING GOD
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Wednesday Evening
10 00 a in.
Sunday School
930 a in
Bible School
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
OAK GROVE
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9.30 a in
Sunday School
10 00 a in
Sunday School
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Wed
Study
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Worship
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Worship Service
7 p in
Friday Worship
7pm
Wednesday
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Walter's Pharmacy
604 South 12th St.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
930 a.m.
Public Talk
10:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
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NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
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Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
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FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
9 30 a in
Sunday School
10 30 a m
Worship

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
5:00 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Holy Eve
6:00 p.m.
Holy Day
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
430 p.m.
Saturday Mass
8 & 10 a.m.
Sunday Mass

CHRISTIAN

1305N. 12th St.
Murray

WAL*MART

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
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Sabbath School
Sat. 9:00 a.m
Worship
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Ban on hula at Hawaiian masses reversed

I

HONOLULU (AP) — After worship as baptized Catholics,"
months of negotiating with the DiLorenzo said in directives mailed
Vatican, Bishop Francis X. to all 66 parishes in the islands.
DiLorenzo is allowing hula and "For many, their cultural and reliother Native Hawaiian "sacred ges- gious experience are interwoven."
DiLorenzo specifically avoided
tures" to be performed during
the word "hula" because other culRoman Catholic services.
Rome banned these central ele- tures here — Asian, Filipino,
ments of the Hawaiian culture from Samoan and Tongan, for example
local churches earlier this year — use native expressions during
after a parishioner complained they Mass, diocese spokesman Patrick
were being used for entertainment, Downes said. Of the 1.2 million
residents of Hawaii, about 730,000
not worship.
are Pacific Islanders or Asian. About
Rome
last
DiLorenzo went to
summer to appeal Hawaii's case. 215,000 residents are Catholic,
Now, with the Vatican's approval, Downes said.
At least 200,000 people in
the Honolulu bishop has issued
new guidelines for allowing sacred Hawaii claim some Hawaiian ancesgestures during Mass. They took try. And it was the use of hula,
a Native Hawaiian dance, at a
effect Jan. 3.
Psalm 149 offers Scriptural sup- Maui church that hatched the conport, saying, "Let them praise his troversy.
Hula uses the hands, body and
name in the dance."
"Sacred gesture is a way for feet to tell a story. Ancient HawaiPacific Islanders, Asians and those ians danced for their kings in both
who have embraced the culture to religious and secular settings.

The dance now has been performed during all types of church
services, including First Communion, weddings and funerals, by
both men and women. It even was
performed at DiLorenzo's installation as bishop in 1994.
The dance can be accompanied
by religious chanting and the playing of native instruments such as
the ipu, a drum made from .a
gourd, and the nose flute.
The hula performed during liturgies is not the same hula danced
by women wearing coconuts, leis
and grass skirts at the famous Kodak
Hula Show.
Church hula is performed in
the "strictest, most beautiful, spiritual sense," said John K. Lake,
a hula teacher for more than four
decades.
"Some movements are done in
church only and wouldn't be done
outside the church," Lake said."The
dance changes according to the

knowledge that's presented in the
context."
Last 'ear. a Maui woman was
offended by a hula performance during Mass and complained to the
diocese. She then took her complaint to Rome. The church won't
release her name.
In June, Sister Mary Lange of
the diocese's Office of Worship
told parish priests the Vatican said
"there should be no dance of any
kind in the churches of the Diocese of Honolulu."
That touched a nerve among
Hawaiians, whose language and cultural practices were banned by
New England missionaries in the
1820s. Hula was banned from public and private performances
because it was considered "enchanting," Lake said.
"With the missionaries, anything Hawaiian was debasing Christianity," he said. Hawaiian traditions "were considered valueless.'

Russian Orthodoxy limits role in World Council
MOSCOW (AP) — The Russian Orthodox Church is taking a
passive role in the World Council of Churches while it attempts
to deal with complaints about the
ecumenical body.
Orthodox leaders in various
nations contend that liberal Protestants have too much influence in

the WCC. Orthodox churches in Harare, Zimbabwe.
Bulgaria and the Georgian repubA statement from the Moscow
lic have ended WCC membership. Patriarchate said the Russians will
Leaders of the Russian Ortho- "suspend participation in the work
dox Church, by far the largest of the (WCC) Central Committee
member body in the WCC, dis- and will attend its sessions only
cussed the situation at a meeting as observers." It indicated that a
of the Holy Synod, two weeks decision on continued membership
after a WCC assembly ended in depends on results from a special

commission set up in Harare to
consider changes in the WCC.
In a separate actiOn, the Moscow
Patriarchate announced the formation of an Interreligious Council
of Russia to address national problems with representatives from
Islam, Judaism and Buddhism.

Churches announce speakers for services

ray

Various
churches
have "Arise, Shine, For Your Light Has
announced speakers for the serv- Come" with scripture from Matthew
ices on Sunday as follows:
2:1-12 at the 10:45 a.m: service.
The Rev. David Montgomery, Co.
First Christian
The Rev. William C. Homer, pastor, will be liturgist; Amy Brown
minister, will speak about "Look- as choir director; and Elizabeth
ing Down the Road" with scrip- Allen as guest organist.
University Church of Christ
ture from Luke 24:50-53 at the
Alan Cooper, minister, will speak
10:45 a.m. service. Mark Dycus will
direct the music with Lea Gentile at the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Danny Claiborne is worship
as organist.
leader.
Emmanuel Baptist
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pasThe Rev. David Riley, pastor,
tor, will speak about "A New Spirit" with scripture from Romans will speak about "To Fulfill All
7:'6 at the 11 a.m. service and Righteousness" with scripture from
about"How To Understand Human- Matthew 3:15 at the 10:15 a.m.
km" (Is it right to legislate moral- service. Pat Bray will be organity?) with scripture from Ephesians ist.
Grace Baptist
, North Pleasant
The Rev. Jerry M. Lee, pastor,
Grove Presbyterian
will speak about "Gaining control
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, By Giving Inn" with scripture from
will speak about "Charting Our I Peter 2:11-3:2 at the 10:45 a.m.
Course" with scripture from Mark service and about "The Echo Prin1:9-13 at the 11 a.m. service.
ciple" with scripture from ObadiMemorial Baptist
ah 15 at 6 p.m. service. John
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, Wood is minister of music.
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 6
Glendale Church of Christ
p.m. services. His morning topic
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
will be "Improving Your Serve" speak about "That was Then; This
with scripture from. Mark 10:35- is Now!" with scripture from Eph45. Paul Adams is minister of music. esians 4:22-24 at the 9 a.m. servFirst Presbyterian
ice and about "The Servant's
The Rev. Ann Marie Mont- Dream" with scripture form Ephgomery, co-pastor, will speak about esians 4:1-3 at the 6 p.m. seri,

Inscription points to
existence of King David

Inc

2

WASHINGTON (AP) — An
inscription found in Egypt could
be the third rediscovered ancient
text that points to the existence
of the biblical King David, according to Biblical Archeology Review,
published here.
Professor Kenneth Kitchen, an
Egyptologist now retired from England's University of Liverpool,
believes the phrase "Heights of
David" appears in a list of place
names from southern Judah found
at the Temple of Amun in Karnak, Upper Egypt. The list dates
from the 10th century B.C., just
after the time of King David.

ice. A short worship service is at
5 a.m. Curtis Darnall is song director.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry Daniel. minister, will speak about "The Paradoxes of Jesus" at the 11 a.m.
service. Callie Dowdy and Carrie
Radke will be acolytes.
First Baptist
Keith Inman. director of Bap-

tist Student Union, will speak at
the 10:45 a.m. service and Dr.
Terry Ellis, pastor, will speak at
the 6 p.m. service. Mike Crook
will direct the music with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray as
musicians.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Richard Edmiston,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and
6 p.m. services.

Hawaii newspapers also criticized the Vatican's ban.
"Clearly. if the church is to
continue to be relevant in an
increasingly cynical age, it cannot
keep itself at a distance from the
people it serves by sending down
orders that deny an important part
of their culture," The Honolulu
Advertiser said Dec. 8.
DiLorenzo said the church's ban
on dance within the liturgy remains
in effect "as entertainment has no
place within the sacred liturgy."
What is allowed is sacred gesture — defined as movement that
expresses praise, thanksgiving, adoration, petition and penitence. It
is permitted during designated
Masses, at certain times in the
ceremony and with appropriate
attire that respects the liturgy, the
congregation and the culture.
"This form of gesture is considered as a form of praying with
one's whole being." DiLorenzo said.

The Advertiser on Dec. 29
praised the ruling, saying "the;
church is promoting openness and,
inclusiveness in the best tradition.;
of the Islands. Accommodation.
rather than fiat has thankfully car-:
ried the day.Native expression and dance during Catholic services is used by
churches in Africa and Oceania.;
and sometimes is performed for:
the pope.
Just this past November. bare-:
foot, shirtless tribal people per...!
formed for Pope .John Paul .11 dur-..;
ing a Vatican synod for bishops.
from Oceania.
John Paul told worshippers then
that the church is "searching for.
new impulses ... in the drive to.
announce the kingdom of Christ
in the diversity of culture and of'.
human tradition, social and
religous.
and in the marvelous multiplicity (if their people."
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BRANDON AUTO WORLD

--)
S66 -4 cylinde
$82 - 6 cylinder
$98 - 8cylinder

121 Hy Pass
Murray
753-5315

Engine Tune-Up Service
• Install spark plugs
• Check & adjust timing (if required)
• Inspect spark plugs wires & distributor cap
• Inspect, lubricate, and adjust throttle linkage
• Platinum plugs additional
• Most models, some models additional
• Coupon Expires: January 31, 1999
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KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

FILE EARLY
ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!

-

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

_

BURKEEN
Bookkeeping & Tax Service
753-6730 or
753-9567 Ext. 106

-1.300 Hillwood Drive
(Located inside Hill Electric)
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Serving the area with Honesty & Experience
Installations • Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
• Mobile Homes• Window Units
Owned & Operated By • Carbon Monoxide Testing
753-9911
9307 State Rt.
Glenn Cossey
hl I If NUMMI
24 hr. Emergency
91E Murray

Kitchen's reading cannot be certain, however, due to the ambiguity of one letter in the inscrip_
tion.
Some modern scholars have
speculated that/ the great biblical
king was a mythological character. But most experts believe a
text found in Israel in 1993 by
archeologist Avraham Biran clearly refers to the royal "house of
David."
French paleoirapher Andre
Lemaire contends that the most
probable reconstruction of a damaged inscription from ancient Moab
also names King David.

Better Do Something About That Cough
(Conedfrom last week)
If you develop pneumonia, your▪ chances of a fast recovery are greatest under
certain conditions: if you're young, if your pneumonia is caught early, if your
defenses against disease are working well, if the infection hasn't spread, and if
you're not suffering from other illnesses.
The drugs used to fight pneumonia are determined by the germ causing pneumonia and the judgment of the doctor. After a patient's temperature returns to
normal, medication must be continued according to the doctor's instructions,
otherwise the pneumonia may recur.
Because pneumonia is a common complication of influenza (flu), getting a flu
shot every fall is good prevention. A vaccine is also available to help fight pneumococcal pneumonia — one type of bacterial pneumonia.
Obviously, at the first sign of a deep or persistent cough
you should see your doctor. Follow his or her advice and if
medication is prescribed, continue to take it according to
your doctor's

Walter's
Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Li

NN

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist
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Three honored at
district meeting
Three members. were honored
by the First District Retired Teachers Association at its December
meeting.
Charles Leroy Eldridge of Calloway County was presented with
a Resolution of Appreciation paying tribute for his leadership. devotion and untiring efforts as . district president during 1997-98.
The presentation to Eldridge
was made by Aaron Beals of
McCracken County. vice president
of FDRTA.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Eldridge as president presented
certificates of appreciation to
Annette Mix of Carlisle County
and Arlie Scott of Calloway County'.
Mix was thanked for serving
as corresponding secretary for
FDRTA for several years and for
helping to get publicity for the
organization.
Scott was given recognition for
reyising the FDRTA constitution
and his work on the resolution
committee.

Because of the inclement weather, the annual fund-raising
supper sponsored by the Calloway County Band Boosters has
been canceled. The basketball games between Murray and Calloway County slated for tonight are still scheduled.

Angel Alert issued for families
An Angel Alert for two families has been issued by the Murray Youth Services Center and Calloway County Family Resource
Center. A single mother with two children and another on the way
is moving into a house, but needs couch, baby bed, sheets, blankets, dishes, pots, pans, etc., but she does have a kitchen table. A
couple expecting their first child whose home was destroyed by
fire has found a place to live but needs furniture, dishes, blankets,
sheets, etc., but does have a couch and chairs. Anyone having
items to donate call 759-9592 or 762-7333.

Make A Difference Day Saturday

Kellye Geurin and
Michael George Blacker

Geurin and Blacker
wedding on Jan. 29
Violin students of Conny Ottway recently performed in a
recital at the Glendale Place Residence Center. They are,
from left, front row, Chase Bolen, Chelsea Bolen, Whitley
Evans, back row, Robin Thweatt, Elizabeth Kilby. Michelle
Jarvis, Jacinda Lewis and Joshua Lewis.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions. dismissals and one expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Jan. 5 have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Rogers baby girl. parents. Molly
and Wade. Murray:
Jones baby girl, mother. Melissa Gremmels. Benton
!Dismissals
Mrs. Margaret Melissa Taylor
and baby -girl, Calvert City:
Ms. Ora Lee Dunn. Mrs. Pamela
Glinn Sills. Morris F. Bilbrey.
Clarence W. Bennett, Blake Ryan
Passino. Mrs. Robbie Lee Bazzell
and Miss Frances Elizabeth Brown,
all of Murray.
Expiration
Wendell Winston Gardner. Paris.
Tenn.
Two newborn admissions and

dismissals at Mutray-Calloway
County Hospital for Jan. ,6 have
been released, as follows:
Newborn admissions
Smith baby boy. parents. Toynia and John, Benton:
Wilson baby girl. mother, Julie
McClellan. Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary N. Newcomb. Hardin:
Mrs. Hilda Gray Evitts, Hazel;
Clayton Allen Jackson, Benton;
Bayle Bryce Underhill, Almo; Jason
Tylor Ezell and Mrs. Mae Evelyn
Thomason, New Concord; Mrs
Mary Helen Frick, Boaz;
Mrs. Irene Dean Poston, George
J. Wilke, Oscar G. Turner, Lloyd
Eugene Williams. Mrs. Lena Elvyn
Rayburn. Miss Bridgette D. Freeland, Stanley Edward Orrell, Mrs.
Dortha Nell Dunn, Miss Courtney
Brooke Futrell and Mrs. Joyce Dean
Hurt. all of Murray.

•
Group plans meeting
The
Hardin
Neighborhood
Watch Group will trieet Tuesday
at 6 p.m. at the Hardin Community Center. •
Members are urged to attend
this important meeting since regular patrols are scheduled to begin

the middle of January. Members
also need to turn in their report
sheets that night for compilation.
Marshall County Sheriff Terry
)1(nderson will be the speaker concerning the dos and don'ts of the
citizen patrols. The sheriff will
also field questions concerning the
current crime situation in Hardin.
The Watch Group meets every
second Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the
Hardin Center. Any Hardin resident interested in becoming
involved in the Neighborhood
Watch is urged to attend.
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Patch Adams
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•
•
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•
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•
•
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•
• R 1:05 3:15 7:20 9:30
•
•
• Mighty Joe Young

Calloway County Fire Protection District No. 5 for Kirksey and
Lynn Grove areas will meet Sunday at 3:30 p.m. at the No. 6 station near Lynn Grove.

Fire District meeting Sunday
Calloway County Fire Protection District for Hazel and Harris
Grove areas will meet Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Taylor Store Substation.

Kirksey seniors will meet
Kirksey Senior Citizens will meet Monday at noon at .Kirksey
United .Methodist Church. A potluck lunch will be served. The
Rev. %Wain Newsome will be guest speaker. For information call
489-6094.

Need Line Board will meet
The Board of Murray-Calloway County Need Line will meet
Monday at noon in the United Way board room of Weaks Community Center. Margaret Boone, president, requests all board members to attend to receive materials concerning the upcoming pro-/
motions for help with Need Line at the local churches.

Calloway County fire Protection District No. 2 for New Concord and Pottertown area will meet Monday at 6 p.m. at the Pottertown station

CCMS Council will meet
Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Monday at 5 p.m. in the media center of the
school

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will
meet Monday at 4 p.m. in room 109 of the school.
Pictured, from left, are Tina Ward, Vicki White, Melissa
Green, Tina Sexton, Ricky Boyle and Fran Garrison making
plans for the CCHS Alumni Basketball Game on Jan. 16.

Alumni events planned
at Calloway County High
Plans are being made for the
upcoming Calloway County High
School Alumni Basketball Game
scheduled for Jan. 16 in the CCHS
Jeffrey Gym.
Registration will begin at 4 p.m.
for past varsity players for both
the boy sand girls basketball teams
as well as. cheerleaders from the
past.
There will be short games for
interested alumni players begin-

ning with 1960s and going through
the 1990s.
This will be sponsored by the
CCHS Athletic Booster Club and
the CCHS Alumni Association.
"A great turn-out of players and
fans from the past and present is
expected," a booster club member
said.
Admission will be free with
donations being accepted by the Calloway County Athletic Association.

Southwest Council will meet
Southwest Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Monday at 4 p.m. in the school counselor's office.

Sigmas will meet Monday
Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Greeting cards for St. Jude's
will be collected as the monthly project. Names for new members
will be tabled and fund-raisers for the year will be discussed. Hostesses will be Lori Crouch, Beverly Noland, Mina Vaden, Candace
Criswell and Amy Wilson.

Audio presentation at library
The life of William Shakespeare, writer, will be presented by
audio for the Literature group Monday at 12:10 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. This is free and open to the public
with no preparation required.

Great Cookies
For a Great Cause
Get 'ern while you can!
•January 15-31

Yectr...

new Reirigeruicor!

GIRL SCOUTS.

(And, What A Price!)

•
Permanent Hair Removal

9:35

LI

Prince of Egypt
PG 1:10 3:20 7:00 9:10
You've Got Mail
• PG 1:20 3:45 7:10 9:35
•
•
• Jack Frost
•
• PG 1:25 3:30 7:05 9:20
•
•
Matinees Saturday
•
•
•
•
& Sunday Only!
•
•
AZIZSISIUMMEIL0.

Fire District 5 will meet

Fire District 2 will meet

VOLUNTEER

THEATRES

PG 1:15 3:40 7:10

Mr.. and Mrs. Jay Flanagan of Jonesboro. Ark., formerly of Murray. and Steve Geurin of Murray annotuice the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Kellye Geurin. to Michael
George Blacker, son of Mrs. Lola Muller of Davie, Fla.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. David Gowans
and Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Harris, all of Murray, and of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Geurin of Pace. Fla. She is the great-granddaughter of Mrs.
Lurline Billington of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Buella Fluharty of Deer
field, Fla.
The private family wedding and reception will be Friday, Jan. 29.
1999. in the home of Mt. and Mrs. Virgil Harris, Murray.

Make A Difference Day will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
at the Stewart Stadium parking lot. Paper, cardboard and newspapers will be collected but persons are asked to separate newspapers. Aluminum cans, plastics, glass, used motor oil, used eye
glasses and adult clothing will be received. Kiwanis Club members
will collect canned food for Need Line. For more information call
753-9592 or 762-7333

Arnafia
AllasterCarri
11. V A

Ages 0-5

REFRIGERATOR
Model *S0023V

only$899

r

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Court Square-Murray • 753-1713
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY!

Call For Openings

Eliminate tweezing, shaving
or having to use depilatories by
hair
having
unwanted
removed permanently.
•Eyebrows
•Napeline
'Arms

'Underarms
'Legs

7534227

Call 753-8856
PATRICIA MULLINS,CE

109 S. 15th St
Murray, KY 42071

23 Years Experience • Nationally Certified

.41
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612 South 9th St

Murray State vs. Tennessee Martin
Bel-Air Center • 753-0440

THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
753-5719

January 9 • Reg. Special Events Ctr. • Murray, Ky. • 7:00 p.m. CST

We're Cheering For You
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753-6656
Chestnut St.

•Ray Cunningham
Height: 6-5
Year: Sophomore
Position: Forward
Hometown: Louisville, KY

Hwy 641 North Murray, KY
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 7 - 5; Sat. 7 - 12

502-753-7229
Portable Buildings b Much More
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Athletic forward played in only six

Make The
Winning
Choice

4114,

games last season before injuring his
thumb, which required surgery.
Cunningham got a medical redshirt
and should be at full strength this
season. Cunningham has played in
all 13 games this season and has
averaged 7.8 ppg in the last four
games off the bench.
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Locally Owned & Operated
Five Points

759-1529

Professional Lubrication For Your

oudE6 vs. Eastern Kentucky (12-5-98)

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450

Most Major Brands

•Brake Service
•Transmission Service
•Cooling System Flush

759-2265

raft 12 vs. UNC-Chatiotte (12-27-98)

. For All Your Home Improvement Needs

•10 Minute Oil Change

Car, Truck, Motor.Home.

Racer Update
•Murray State is coming off a stretch in which it went 3-2 in a 9-day span.
•Murray State was 12-2 after 14 games a year ago and won 17 of the final 19 games of
the year.
.LAST TIME OUT: Five players scored in double figures for the second-straight game,
paced by Aubrey Reese's game-high 25 points, to beat Middle Tennessee 84-74 in RSEC
on Monday. MSU led just 74-70 with 2:11 to play in the game, but went on a 10-4 run to
close the game to pull out the win.

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

meet

75s-othoo

nempro-/

•Tennessee-Martin comes into Murray on a four-game losing skid, falling 56-46 to
Tennessee Tech last Monday night in Martin. Injuries have hampered the Skyhawks,
who had won two-straight a month ago before the current tailspin. Starting center Joe
Crumby (12.3 ppg) has missed the last three games.
•SERIES: This is the 15th meeting between the two neighboring schools in a series
which began in 1979. UT-Martin has never beaten the Racers, who lead the series 140.

1499

ConPot-

Free Delivery
or Carryout

iking
[the

•MSU has a nation's best 35-game home winning streak. MSU took over the No. 1
spot on Dec. 8 when it beat Hanover 69-58 and Kansas'62-game streak was snapped
by Iowa, 85-81. The Racers carried over their success in Racer Arena when they
opened the new Regional Special Events Center with a win over SIU on Nov. 14.
MSU's last loss came on Feb. 26, 1996 when they lost 80-65 to Austin Peay in a
game which was played after the Racers had clinched the OVC title.

MOVIE WORLD a
u
• SUPERSTORE
•
u( EVERYDAY SPECIAL

ice.

▪ u for
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Nonade's
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MURRAY STATE LINEUP
MURRAY STATE PROBABLE STARTERS
• F 31 lssac Spencer (6-6, 220, Jr.)
• F 13 Rod Murray (6-7, 190, Jr.)
• C 34 Duane Virgil (6-9, 240,,Sr.)
• G 12 Aubrey Reese (6-0, 185, Jr.)
G 4 Marlon Towns (6-5. 215. Jr.)
OFF THE BENCH
• F 25 Ray Cunningham (6-5, 190, So.)
• C 40 Marvin Gay (6-8, 230, Sr.)
• G 24 Justin Burdine (6-1, 180, Fr.)
• F 44 Mike Turner (6-8, 220, Jr.)
•F 3 Michael Floyd (6-7, 210, Sr.)

All Movies

•

$w off
I.

2 Night Rental

/

753-767
626 Centre!
Snopprng
Center

LI by
Calublic

V1DEO SUPER STORE

GS
14
14
14
14
14

PPG
16.6
11.4
11.1
14.7
9.1

RPG
7.2
4.8
5.9
5.4
3.3

APG
2.4
1.5
0.6
5.0
2.0

0
0
0
0
0

4.4
2.5
1.9
2.8 '
1.9

2.3
2.8
0.7
1.2
2.9

0.3
0,2
1.0
0.1
0.8

$29.95
Call Today!

753-6111
3 Olive Blvd. • Murray
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1 102 South 12th St. Murray
759-3278
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6 30 pm
3 15 pm
7 30 pm
800 pm
700 pm
TBA

2
4
9
12
14
16
21
23
28
30

Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
Morehead State
C Southeast Missouri
C Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
@Middle Tennessee

7 00 pm
730 pm
7 CO pm
730 pm
730 pm
705 pm
7 30 pm
700 pm
8 00 pm
400 pm

Have you ever
had trouble
getting auto
insurance?

Slate Auto
National
Can Help!

February
2
6
8
11
13
18
20
23
26
27

Eastern Kentucky
@Tennessee-Marlin
C Saint Louis
Southeast Missouri
Eastern Illinois
C Tennessee State
@Austin Peay
OVC Tournament
OVC Tournament
OVC Tournament
• All Times Central

7 30 pm
7 30 pm
7 05 pm
7 30 pm
7 00 pm
7 30 pm
7 45 pm
TBA
TBA
TBA

Contact your
independent State
Auto' agent today!

McNutt

8si)PhIVTF,5,4451
STATE AUTO

Insurance Companies

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

622 South 4th

For $1399 Carry 061 or Delivery

Give it your hest shot
RACERS

QUICK. WAL*MART
SUPERCENTER
......

Murray State
University

We Accept Any
Competitors'Coupon
Valid at participating mores only Not valid with any other offer
Prices may vary Customer pays !tales tax where applicable Our
dnvers carry less than $2000 Cash value 1120. 01997 Dommo's
Pizza, Inc Expires 1-31.99

753-3030

Hwy. 641 North • Murray
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Greg McNutt

2 Medium
3 Toppings

$2.00
(HI ,hang., r.r.,,,,,tnertrird

12
19
27

C Eastern Kentucky
Hanover College
CAlabama State
Western Kentucky
ORainbow Classic
vs UNC-Charlotte
Second Round
Third Round

4

I
OFF
I
I
I Full Service I
Reg. Price $22.95
I
I
I

8

a Morehead State

1315 Main Street • Murray, KY
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236

141

r.
....
.
.
I

3
5

Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

includes Free Uniform

Tr

W. 91-66
W, 68-64

Steve
Durbin
Principal Broker

Special

..,

W, E5-62
W, 76-69

West Kentucky
Properties

means better
grades!
introductory

--- -

28

Southern Illinois
QBelmont
COU Tournament
Arkansas-Little Rock
Oklahoma

Dan McNutt

Martial Arts

.

14
21
27

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

January

The Streak

Not valid with any offer Valid only at participating locations Customer
pays all applicable sales tax Addmonal toppings extra
Nis me fog mast ons

November

December

About Tennessee-Martin

Two Large
Two Toppings

Schedule &Results
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,
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It's official: Couch to NFL
By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Tim
Couch knows the questions about
him.
Questions about his arm strength.
Questions about whether the big
numbers he put up as Kentucky's
quarterback the last two seasons
were a result of the pass-happy
offense of Wildcats coach Hal
Munimc.
In announcing Thursday that he
will pass up his final year of college eligibility to enter the NFL
'draft. Couch said he is ready to
start answering those questions.
-That's the exciting part to it."

Couch said. "It's a brand-new challenge."
"When I came out of high school,
a lot, of people said, 'He played
at Leslie County High School.
They didn't play anybody. He put
up these big numbers because of
this and that," Couch said. "Then
I come to the best conference in
America and I put up even better numbers than I did in high
school
"Now they're going to have more
questions: that I was a product of
coach Mumme's system and can
I really do it in a system that
doesn't throw the ball that many
times in a game?" he added. "That's

_
going to be
another challenge, and I
accept it."
Couch's
decision,
announced the
day before the
NFL's deadline
for early entry
to the draft,
Couch
clears the way
for the native of the Appalachian
town of Hyden to make millions
as the potential No. 1 pick.
Cleveland
expansion
The
Browns own the selection, and
Browns president Carmen Policy

has said he is open to. taking a around whom the Browns could
franchise quarterback if one is avail- build a franchise.
Couch made no effort Thursable.
The NFL prohibits teams from day to hide his desire to play in
commenting on underclassmen who Cleveland.
"I want them to know that's
are leaving school early until the
league releases its list of players where I want to be," Couch said.
Couch's announcement ended
on Monday. So the Browns, who
could be torn between taking Couch months of questions and weeks of
or Texas running back Ricky speculation that reached high pitch
Williams, won't be able to dis- in the days since Kentucky's seacuss their plans for the No. I pick son ended Jan. 1 with a 26-14
loss in the Outback Bowl.
until next week.
Couch said he decided to leave
Many scouts believe Couch —
with his size(6-foot-5, 225 pounds), earlier this week.
"I've always been a competiaccuracy, touch and experience in
passing
Kentucky's
pro-style
offense — is the kind of prospect • See Page 11

Johnson has long history with Globetrotters
World-famous squad to
appear Sunday at MSU
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Curle "Boo- Johnson has spent the last
I I >ears touringfr,with the Harlem Globetrotters
Hi> history with the team, however, extends
much longer.
Johnson. a dribbling artist, will be just one
of the standouts on hand when the Globetrotters perform at the Regional Special Events
Center Sunday at 1 p.m.. taking on their touring opponents, the New York Nationals.
Johnson was sent to Murray ahead of the
rest ot the team as an ambassador. During
that time he has done numerous interviews,
a. well
, visiting children and elderly hospital patients.
Johnson's familiarity with the team started
with hi. father, who played both for and
ioain.i the Globetrotters.
"When the came to town my dad knew
411 the guy s so we always got tiekets, and
after the game we would go back to the lockerroorn. I've got pictures of me with Curley
Neal and Meadowlark Lemon,- said Johnson,
who was horn in Chicago and grew up in
Peoria. III. "I've been around the Globetrotters for a long time."
Johnson also grew up watching Murray
State women's basketball coach Eddie Fields,
who earned the nickname "Fast Eddie" while
pia.% ing for the Globetrotters.

Johnson played college basketball at Loras
College in Dubuque, Iowa. where the Globetrotters discovered his playing talents.
"My father died when I was 18, so I wasn't thinking about the Globetrotters much at
that time in my life," he said. "But they sent
a scout to watch me and they offered me a
contract.Jlinson joined the Globetrotters in 1988.
Now at 32, Johnson has played in 65 countries, and estimates the 40,000 in a Bolivia
soccer stadium in 1990 the largest crowd he
has played before.
But lest anyone think being a Globetrotter
is all fun and games, Johnson said the preparation, is grueling.
"We start with training-camp in Disney
World in Orlando in August; people think that
it's just a bunch of guys there shooting halfcourt hooks and sliding on the court, but the
first two weeks is solid basketball." he said
"It's tough. We practice twice a day and we
also have classroom and media sessions and
lots of speakers."
The season is no picnic either, with between
175 and 200 games a year and constant tray el.
"We go overseas first, and then from Christmas to April we're back here and in Canada," Johnson said. "Then in the spring and

•See Page 11

Harlem Globetrotter dribbling artist Curley "Boo" Johnson says being
a member of the world-famous team is hard work with a lot of travel, but that it is never boring. The Globetrotters will perform Sunday at 1 at the Regional Special Events Center.

Anderson says Racers
not looking past UTM
Busy OVC slate starts Saturday
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
At first glance, Saturday's Murray State-Tennessee Martin matchup
looks like a blowout ready to happen.
After all, the Racers are 12-2
and tied for the Ohio Valley Conference lead at 4-0. Martin, meanwhile, is just 3-8 overall, with a
1-3 league mark.
Added to that is the rash of
injuries besetting Martin which
Isaac Spencer (left) and the
Murray State Racers host Tennessee-Martin Saturday in the
first of four Ohio Valley Conference games in the coming week.

forced Skyhawk coach Cal Luther
to seek players from the student
body just-to have enough players
to practice.
But for MSU coach Tevester
Anderson, the simple fact is, Saturday's 7 p.m. contest is still a
conference game, meaning the Racers must be ready.
"Each time we've played Martin the last few years it's been a
very hard-fought, competitive
game," Anderson said. "This game
is important to both teams because
anytime you play a league game
it will be important. It should be
a very fine game."
With Martin's lack of depth and
the sheer talent disparity between
the teams. Anderson expects the
Skyhawks to continue their slow-

down style of play. UTM lost to
Tennessee Tech 56-46 Monday
night.
"The more deliberate style
they're playing now has kept them
in some games," Anderson said.
"I don't think they'll try to slow
it down on us as much as Hanover
did, but they will play more deliberate than -riormaP--The key for the Racers, then,
will be to not allow Martin to
dictate the pace of the game.
Anderson said.
-We've got to come out and
play the way we play," he said.
"We can't let them change our
style."
With the regional proximity of

III See Page 11

NBA seeks to win back lost support
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — It is time for the
NBA to undo some of the damage. and
the league wasted no time getting started.
Making the first moves toward appeasing fans, commissioner David Stern
announced that there will be free exhibition games this season and $10 seats at all
games next season.
'It has to be more than just a slogan."
Atlanta Hawks president Stan Kasten said.
"Hopefully by next season we can get the
fans back."
One day after the lockout was settled.
Thursday was a day for the owners to have

Season to open Feb. 5
the deal explained to them, for the play- joined by U6ion director Billy Hunter and
ers to begin preparing for the .season and deputy commissioner Russ Granik. "Most
for the league as a whole to reach out to important to us is that basketball games
the apathetic masses.
will be upon us again, and as a basketball
The NBA Board of Governors approved fan and particularly a fan of the NBA. I
the settlement 29-0. and Stern said the am elated."
league hopei-to-starl the season Feb.' 5,
Each team will play two eithibitilin games
with each team playing 50 games.
—,one home and one away — and actmis"We have some winning back of fans sion will be . free. Preseason scrimmages
to do, and we're going to do it," Stern also will be open to the public.
said at a news conference where he was
Washington Wizards owner Abe Pollin.

who took an active part in the negotiations
as the league's senior owner, said tougher
drug policy and player conduct clauses in
the new deal were "at least as important"
to him as the more publicized issue of how
to split billions among players. and owners.
"I think you'll find that the players have
changed," said the 75-year-old owner, who
bought the then-Baltimore Bullets in 1964.
"I think players will realize that fans are
the ones who pay their salaries and therefore are the, people we have to look to. I
told them, you may or may not want to

•See Paw 11
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Bowl picks
right on;
Now on to
the NFL
I'm not one to gloat. But it
seems as though my bowl predictions from last week were ..
well ... right on the money.
Of the eight bowls mentioned
in last week's article, seven of
those were correctly picked by
yours truly.
Notre Dame's loss to Georgia Tech in the Gator Bowl was
my only blemish in an otherwise perfect record.
Speaking of perfect -- that's
the way my Tennessee Volunteers wound up after defeating
the Florida State Seminoles in
the inaugural Bowl Championship Series title game Monday night.
Correctly forecast in this space
last week, the Vols captured their
first national championship since
1951 with a 23-16 triumph -finishing the season 13-0.
After losing Heisman Trophy
runner-up Peyton Manning and
a host of other top-notch players to the NFL, no one -- including myself -- could have ever
imagined that it would happen this
year.
But -- as they say -- that's
why you play the game.
One thing you can't measure
is the heart of. a champion. And
certainly no one had the right
yard stick to measure that "Big
Orange" heart.
I was so excited Monday night
that I could barely get to sleep,
and I struggled to stay awake
Tuesday morning after watching
all of the post-game interviews
and celebrations.
I've decided, though, that I
need to forget trying to predict
final scores. From now on, no
more projected scores will be
included in this space.
It's hard enough to predict
the winners, but it's next to impossible when attempting to be that
technical.
Just to show you how much
I was off target: I guessed that
Texas would defeat Mississippi
State 27-21. The final score was
actually 38-11 Longhorns.
I also said that Penn State
would clobber Kentucky 41-21
in the Outback Bowl. Actually,
the Wildcats played a little better than I thought -- losing only
26-14 to the Nittany Lions.
So that's it for me on the
scores. Done. Finished. No more.
However, I will go so far as
to give you my preseason top
five teams for 1999:
1. Tennessee
2. Florida State
3. Wisconsin
4. Arizona
5. Penn State
NFL playoffs: Since I was
so successful with my college
howl picks, I figured -- Why
not try the pros?
If Tim Couch can move up
to the next level, why can't I?
So, let's get to it!
San Francisco at Atlanta
It seems as though the balance of power has shifted in the
NFC. Evidence of that was last
weekend's wild card battle
between San Francisco and Green
Bay.
The 49ers, so accustomed to
winning, find themselves on the
other side of the coin this year
-- with no apologies to NFL referees.
Instead, it's the 14-2 Falcons
who won the NFC West and
now have home field advantage
-- at least until they go to Minnesota.
The pick: Atlanta
Arizona at Minnesota
II See Page 11
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Murray High School football players who were named to the
All-Western Kentucky Conference team are shown with
coach Rick Fisher (left). The players are (from left) Justin
Garland, Peyton Mastera, Thurman Foster, Markise Foster,
Shane Andrus and John David Thieke. Andrus was named
to the All-WKC first team as a placekicker.
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the case.
"The University of Kentucky,
the fans, they've seen me at my
lowest points, my freshman year,
they've seen me at one of the hardest times in my life, when my best
friend got killed, and they've seen
me at my highest points, when we
go to LSU and beat LSU, when we
beat Alabama," Couch said.

tive person, and I want to compete
at the highest level," he said.
In Lexington, four local television stations carried Couch's announcement live -even on a day
when the U.S. Senate was beginning a presidential impeachment
trial.
Couch choked up several times
Though he wore No. 2 on his
Thursday. once as he talked about jersey, Couch has been No. 1 in the
having the chance to take care of hearts of Kentucky football fans
his parents financially, and again as since 1996, when he spurned scholhe talked about his pride in getting arship offers from Penn State, FlorKentucky to its first New Year's ida and Tennessee to attend his
Day bowl in 47 years.
home-state university.
And he spoke of his sadness in
Couch did not enjoy immediate
losing his childhood best friend,
Scott Brock, who was killed in a success in then-coach Bill Curry's
Nov. 15 truck crash that also took conservative offense and considthe life of one of Couch's team- ered transferring after his freshman
mates, transfer defensive end Artie season. Curry was fired midway
Steinmetz. Kentucky center Jason through the season, however, and
Watts, who was driving, has been Kentucky athletics director C.M.
charged with second-degree man- Newton replaced him with
slaughter and drunken driving in Mumme.

be role models, but you are role
models."
The six-month lockout ended
early Wednesday following an allnight bargaining session between
Stern and Hunter. An agreement
was reached just one day before the
Board of Governors would have
voted whether to cancel what was
left of the 1998-99 season.
The league, meantime, lifted its
gag order on coaches, general managers and owners, all of whom
were eager to get back to the business of playing ball.
"It's just the beginning stages of
being able to start to do the work
that all of us enjoy," Spurs coach
Gregg Popovich said. "Obviously,
we're happy about the lockout being over..Happy is an understatement."
Players can start using team facilities beginning Monday, although coaches will be prohibited
from working with them until the
lockout is officially over. And that
won't happen until the agreement is
put into writing and signed by both
sides-a process that should take
a week to 10 days.
"I'm shocked they think they
can get it done in 10 days," said
Kasten, noting that lawyers have a
tendency to bring the process to a
halt once they start fighting over
contract language.
On this day, however, even the
opposing attorneys mingled and
joked with each other,joining in on
the collective sense of relief at having a settlement at last.
Hunter talked about repairing

the partnership between the opposing sides.
"We're glad this is over." he
said. "Our players are anxious to
play, and we're anxious to join
hands with-David, Russ and the
owners of the 29 teams to really
create a strong and familial relationship - one that will take the
NBA to another level and to bring
back the fans.
"The only regret I have is that is
took us so long to get where We
are," Hunter said. "We're glad to
be back, and we'll do whatever we
have to do in order to demonstrate
that."
Stern and Granik opened Thursday's Board of Governors meeting
by addressing representatives from
each of the 29 teams, and league attorney Joel Litvin explained the details of the new pact.
The unanimous vote by the
Board of Governors was taken by a
show of hands, rather than secret
ballot, and Hunter then was brought
into the room and as given a chance
to speak to the owners -just as
Stern was permitted to speak to the
players a day earlier when they ratified the deal 179-5.
"No applause was asked for or
offered," New Jersey Nets president Michael Rowe said.
Granik said the agreement
should be in written, form by Jan.
18, after which training camps will
open and teams will be permitted to
sign free agents and make trades.
The regular season will last
through the end of April, and the
playoff format will remain unchanged. The NBA Finals should
conclude by June 29 or 30.

INGlobetrotterS•••
almost sold out Rupp Arena (which
holds over 24,000) last year, and
we've always done well despite
what other basketball might be in
town," he said.
Johnson is grateful to the Globetrotters of the past who have paved
the way for him.
"In the 1950s when they traveled in the South, they had to play
one game for the white audience
and one for the black audience, and
after the games they weren't allowed to stay in certain hotels or
eat in certain restaurants," he said.
"So they made it a lot easier for
guys like me."
• Johnson said he is compiling an
electronic journal for a book he
hopes to publish when his Globetrotter days are over.
"I've kept track of everything
and everywhere I've gone," he
said. "I've played over 1,800
games, and we've won them all.
Every day is a new page and every
month is a new chapter. I can't do
the book now because it's something new every day.
"Being with the Globetrotters is.
never boring," he said. "It's like
our motto for this season say
'Memories. Always Different. Always Fun.-

From Page 10

summer we're back overseas."
Playing nearly every day means
a lot of personal responsibility for
keeping oneself sharp on the court,
Johnson said.
"We get to the gym early
enough to work on some things; we
used to play 3-on-3 and 5-on-5, but
the games got so intense and physical, they had to stop it," he said.
"We go after each other like you
weeks ago.
wouldn't believe, but we have to
From Page 10
But that was then, and this is remember that the most important
now.
game is for the fans."
My previous statement kind of
Miami was hit hard by the loss
takes the mystery out of this pick -Sunday's gatne will feature four
Of defensive end Jason Taylor after
as if it were going to be a hard ' a regular season-ending loss to At- 10-minute quarters, along with the
guess anyway.
usual Globetrotter antics.
lanta.
The Cardinals captured their
"There are certain routines peoOn top of that, the/Dolphins will
first playoff victory since moving
withbut Pro Bowl tackle Tim ple expect to see, and we provide
to the Arizona desert, surprising
them." Johnson said. "If the fans
Bowens Saturday.
Dallas 20-7 last week.
Oh, and did I mention that the don't see those things, then they
But this week's contest won't game's at Mile High Stadium ... say they haven't seen the Globehave quite the same outcome ... Vi- Broncos by a lot.
trotters. They know it's coming,
kings easy.
but they still want to see it."
Jacksonville at NY Jets
Miami at Denver
Since their arrival in the league
Johnson, who has been to MurThe Dolphins squeaked by Buf- just a few years ago, the Jaguars
falo in a wild card game last week- have solidified themselves as an ray before with the Globetrotters,
said the team always does well in
end, and they did beat the Broncos annual playoff contender.
Kentucky and Indiana.
on a Monday night just three short
The Jags downed New England
"Every place is different, but
last Sunday, and have quarterback there are certain hotbeds for basketMark Brunell back under center.
ball where we always do well: w c
But coaching guru Bill Parcells
-- as expected -- has the Jets playing like one of the NFL's elite.
TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES
From Page 10
Look for New York to win at
home ... Jets by a dozen.
the schools, Anderson expects a
.
good crowd Saturday.
"When a school is very close to
Weekly Amateur Contest
you, naturally it creates a lot of inWednesday Nights
terest with the fans, so you want to
win those," he said. .;
Murray State has never lost to
.Tennessee-Martin in 14 meetings.
Saturday's game begins a fourgame week for the Racers, who
World Class
host Morehead State Jan. 12 before
Jan.
illen's Club
traveling to Southeast Missouri
7,000 sq. fit. 14 and Eastern Illinois Jan. 16.
35 Entertainers
"This is an important time on
conFull Bar Set-Ups
our schedule with that many
said.
Anderson
games,"
ference
• Pool
"You don't have as much time to
injuany
prepare, and if you have
ries they take longer to heal. The
only thing we can do is take them
College
one at a time."
During the upcoming stretch,
1/2 Cover
Anderson hopes to get more production from his bench.
"We're doing OK off the bench.
18 and up
but we need to get more," he said.
(901)247-3965
Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN
"We need to get them more minM.ISOreratcf
VISA
utes and hope they'll be producOPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.
tive."
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'See me for all your family Insurance needs •
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
11,1

753-9627

041110

.
I

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
stM• Farm Irmunince Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Hanoi*

High School Basketball

ottif
foct; Irk

$2100 CASH PRIZES

Best In Adult
Entertainment

Wednesday
Night
Charge w/MSU I.D.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Thursday's Games
Boys:
Barbourville 64, Williamsburg 61
Lou Doss 70, Lou. Atherton 48
Lou Holy Cross 61, Lou Beth Haven
38
Lou Seneca 90, Lou Chnstian 56
Pepsi cola Mason Co. lnivitational
First round
Bishop Brossan 59, Harrison Co 56,
OT
Montgomery Co 60, Maysville St Patrick 59
Pikeville Invitational Tournament
Phelps and Magoffin Co , ppd
weather
Wolfe Co 72, Shelby Valley 57
Girls:
Berea 59, Lea. Christian 42
Bowling Green 64, Glasgow 27
Boyd Co. 55. Spring Valley (W.Va.) 36
Caldwell Co. at Webster Co.. ppd.
weather
Christian Co. at Hopkins Central. ppd.
weather
Dawson Springs at Providence, ppd.
weather
Evans 74. Cumberland 48
Graves Co 55, Marshall Co 51
Harlan 50. Cawood 39
Ky. School for the Deaf 51, Tenn.
School for the Deaf 18
Lex. Sayre 50, East Jessamine 43
Lou. Butler 46. Lou. Holy Cross 27
Lou Christian 59. Lou. Seneca 54,
20T
Lou Doss 55. Lou Atherton 49
Lou Eastern 54, Lou Sacred Head 44
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 62, Lou.
Ballard 52
Lou. Presentation 106, Lou. Iroquois
11
Lou. Valley 61, Lou. Western 25
Magotfin Co. 79, Penst 29
Montgomery Co. 76, Mason Co. 38
Nelson Co. 38. Elizabethtown 35
Prestonsburg 56, Pikeville 41
Somerset 66, South Laurel 33
Tnmble Co. 37, Gallatin Co. 31
West Jessamine 43, Danville 39
Whitesburg 69. Jenkins 50
Northern Ky. Classic
Boone Co. 2, Franklin Co. 0, forfeit
Bullitt East 58, Scott 52
First round
At Bishop Brossart
Bishop Brossan 77, Franklin-Simpson
55
Second round
At Boone Co.
Jackson Co. 59, Clay Co. 55
Lex, Catholic 70, Coy. Holmes 43
At Conner
Conner 62, Allen Co.-Scottsville 59
Wayne Co. 75, Ryle 53

Thursday'sScores
EAST
Cent Connecticut St 70. St Francis,
Pa 62
Fauteigh Dickinson 75 Long Island U
65
Massachusetts 67, Forclham 65
Md -Baltimore County 53, Wagner 49
Mount St Mary's, Md 80 Robert Morris 74
St Francis, N Y 79. Monmouth N J
78
SOUTH
Cent. Florida 90, Campbell 79
E. Illinois 68, Tennessee Tech 63
Georgia St. 87, Flonda Atlantic 70
Liberty 94, Tusculum 65
Maryland 71. Virginia 66
McNeese St. 69, Northwestern St 63
Mercer 66, Jacksonville St 63
Morehead St. 93, Austin Peay 78
N.C.-Wilmington 72, William & Mary
64
NE Louisiana 68, Lamar 64
SE Missoun 73, Middle Tennessee 63
Samford 71, Troy St. 61
South Florida 80, Memphis 70
Stetson 62, Jacksonville 47
Tennessee St. 86, E. Kentucky 79
Tulane 70, N.C. Charlotte 67
MIDWEST
Cent. Michigan 70, Ball St. 68
Detroit 58, Loyola, III. 39
Evansville 96. N. Iowa 84
III.-Chicago 89, Cleveland St. 77
Ind.-Pur.-Indpls. 53. Chicago St. 50
Indiana St. 91, Wichita St 57
Iowa 84, Illinois 62
Oral Roberts 80. Missouri-Kansas City
72
Valparaiso 76, Oakland. Mich. 72
Villanova 93, Notre Dame 62
W. Illinois 81, Youngstown St. 70
Wis.-Green Bay 74, Wis.-Milwaukee
66
SOUTHWEST
Ark.-Little Rock 83. SW Louisiana 78
Houston 64, Southern Miss 57
Nicholls St. 75, Sam Houston St 67
Rice 77, Wyoming 52
SW Texas 72, Stephen F. Austin 53
Texas-El Paso 66, Hawaii 53
Texas-San Antonio 83, Texas-Arlington 77
Tulsa 74, Colorado St. 62
FAR WEST
Arizona 98, Washington St. 87
Arizona St. 96, Washington 72
Boise St. 87, Cal Poly-SLO 75
Gonzaga 105, Loyola Maryrnount 78
Long Beach St. 68, Nevada 58
Montana 73, Idaho St. 61
N. Arizona 80, E. Washington 67
New Mexico 90, San Diego St. 60
New Mexico St 61, Cal St-Fullerton
54
Oregon St 65, UCLA 63
Pacific 84, Utah St. 73
Pepperdine 64, Portland 51
Portland St. 93, CS Northridge 90.
20T
San Jose St. 91, Fresno St. 64
Southern Cal 85, Oregon 84
UC Irvine 71, North Texas 59
UC Santa Barbara 74, Idaho 62
Weber St. 84. Montana St. 70

SHARE YOUR A/EWS 4A/0 SPORTS
SCORES, &It

753->916

Your Home Is Your
Biggest Investment.
Doesn't It Deserve
Grange Insurance?

rig
David R. King

For most people, buying a home is the single biggest
investment they will ever make, and insuring it just makes
good financial sense. But even more important than your
insurance policy is the service you get from your agent. So •
when you're looking for the coverage you need to protect your
investment, give me a call. I'll put my years of experience
and my commitment to personal service to work for
you. After all, your home is your
biggest investment. Doesn't it
11anGe
deserve the best coverage you
INSURANCE
can get?
Your partner in protection

0

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

State y6. LIT-Martin
RSEC
the
at
pm
1:00
Saturday
111 Racers hostSiyhawks as Teeltroops defend IWO cro
Good sgesdigior marsball Gounty Ni
,gbil 71/18616
sale °-

RACER BASKETBALL

WITH

Ail THE /A/FORM4T/OA/ TODAY,/

CALL 753-1916

1B.Y.0.13

e I was
y college
-- Why

Jane Rogers Ins.

Mloirral

RACERS

Listen on radio on VVNBS 1340 AM,
VVKMS 91 3 FM, Kool Fox 102 1 FM
WDXR 1450 AM VVYMC 1430 AM
WfVR 1320 AM WCBL 99 1FM

Lady Racers tIpoll vs. UT-M at 5:00 PM_also a SEC
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Ad Deadlines
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DI.111.1%
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
411

I 4,1i

Mut Run WithinS

LAI, P1,1041

kJ, $6011 IM1111111011

S: 01, r 11.14
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Guide)

ea,11 addwonal ConseetkUve day
Sta k. a G&W()S2 00 extra tor Wad bus ads.

165 Antique .
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

010

Happy UirthdaY

40
Boo-Hoc),
Boo-Hoo!

•
She's getting pretty old °
Tho its really hard to tell!
Cause even for her age
She's looking mighty well!
No more
"Twenty Something"
She's at the end
of that line.
For today

a*rimy

th.

will turn

SELL IT IN OUR
CLASSIFIEDS!
753-1916

"STOP"

- Why Pay Higher Prices
ij On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and

Sales

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
tO
CO.T,e
and vans for moving

t

1

r-

ALPINE
)ockradroscribe

$
1-

clarion
On. IPt CP 44 CS

ICS

Legal Notice

Commonwealth
Of Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
Department
Of Highways
Notice To
Contractors

Roses are red,
Violets are
blue,
L4-L4

k41c

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

pet woid pet dAy lot

Sh,•ppel

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Canter

GUARANTEED ISSUE
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Now. regardless of HEALTH. you
may purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Kentucky
Department of Insurance. The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the companies offering this insurance to residents
of Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too
high, call us for a rate quote. You can
now change and shop for price alone. If
your present policy is over twelve
months old, you do not have any waiting period for pre-existing conditions.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore • Niurray • 753-4199
Nationwide I-800-455-4199

Sealed bids will be
the
received
by
Department
of
Highways in the
Division of Contract
Procurement and/or
Auditorium
the
located on the 1st
Floor of the State
Office
Building,
Frankfort, Kentucky,
until 10:00 A.M.,
EASTERN STANDARD TIME on the
22 day of January,
1999 at which time
bids will be publicly
opened and read for
the improvement of:
Fulton - Hickman Graves - Marshall
McCracken
Calloway Counties,
FE01 121 DW99
0000001: Right-ofway
Mowing,
Trimming,
and
Litter Removal of the
Jackson
Purchase
Parkway, US 45, US
641, and various
other
routes
in
Fulton, Hickman,
Graves, Marshall,
and
McCracken,
Calloway Counties
in District One, a
distance of 87.822
miles.
Bid proposals for all
projects will be available until 9:00 A.M.,
Eastern Standard
Time,
Friday,
January 22, 1999,

at the Division of
Contract
Procurement.
Bid
proposals for all projects will be available
at a cost of $10 each
and
remittance
payable to the State
Treasurer
of
Kentucky
must
accompany request
for proposals (NonRefundable).
Bid
proposals are issued
only to prequalified
contractors.
Specimen proposals
for all projects will
be available to all
interested parties at
a cost of $10 each
(Non-Refundable).
Specimen proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.

ADJUSTMENTS

320 Apartments For Rent

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

YARD SALES

25 wd. max.
1 insertion
70 wd. max
1 insertion

$14.00

National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

010

010

INVITATION TO BID

The City of Murray will receive sealed bids
for Three 1999 Compact Pickup Trucks, two
4x2 Pickup Trucks and two One-Ton Pickup
Trucks. Sealed bids are to be delivered to the
City Clerk's office by 1:00 p.m. local time, on
Monday. January 18, 1999. Specifications are
available at the City Clerk's office located at
207 S. 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

Nonce

I'VE MOVED!!!
MAINSTREET
MEMORIES
412 Main
(formerly Wallis Drugs)
'Dance .Gymnastics*
'Exercise Apparel'
Now accepting consignment clothing, plus antiques & collectibles. Showcase & booth rentals available. Call w- 753-3040
h- 753-0266
Thanks!! Ten Bryant
LP Gas Refill Special
Thru January. 20Ib cylinder $5.95, 100lb cylinder
$27.95 with ad. B&B Brokers, 701 S 12th. 753-4389.

NOW OPEN

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"het local aurn msg.:re"

Skinsations
Electrolysis & Skincare
Leigh Knight, CE
'Free Consultation
*Specializing In Electrolysis,
Thermolysis & Blend
Located in Walnut Plaza
104 N.5th St, *Suite 203
753-5900
OPENING soon: Judy's
Ceramics. Rte. 299 &
Washer Rd. Phone 4896176. Register now for
classes. Cleaning, painting, etc.
STARTING January 9th
Lottie Futrell will be working Saturday's at Leta's
Salon. Call for an appointment, 753-8282

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starting at 599,
14yr,s experience. Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization. 753-1001.
WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing. detailing,
wax jobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed'
Gift Certificates Available
Handwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262

Lost and Found
St. Bernard's missing
rom Cherry Corner area.
Male & female, 9 mo.,
wearing
name
tags.
Please Help! Call 7591824, 753-1813 or 7679435. Reward.
.•2)

LOST 31/2 weeks, a black
miniature Deshund/Ternor
mix, without collar. Southast Murray area. Answers
to Trever. He is missed
and loved, if found please
call 759-1411. Reward.
LOST in Hardin/ Wadesboro area, black female
puppy, Lab mix, 4 months
old, approximately 30Ibs.
Call 437-4290 with any information.
LOST: Black Lab, Dec. 31,
700 block Faidane Dr. Female,
10mo.,
50Ibs.
Named Lady. Call 7534288. Reward.
060
Help Wanted

DRIVERS/ OTR
Earn up to .44c per mile
including benefits with
Jolliff Transportation. Call
for details. 1-800-8735653 Mon 8am- Sat Noon.

LAMOPa'2JW

ablZILAJOY
For professional management of your
rental property, call

David H. Miller Realty,
ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981

1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,

BIBLE message 759-5177

Residence Phone. 502-753-4573
Davici H. Miller, Owner/Broker

CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Alma Heights Formerly
Thweatt's Service Station
There's games for all ages
including pool There's
even snacks
Open every evening except Wednesday arid
Sunday We even book
parties
HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00
per item. Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles 489-2243.

BOOKKEEPER/ secretary
for locale decorating business. Must be proficient in
bookkeeping and typing.
Computer experience with
windows 95 a must. Apply
at Black's Decorating Center, 701 South 4th Street,
Murray, Kentucky.
CONSTRUCTION temporary, full-time. Both experienced and inexperienced
commercial flat roofers
and laborers, required to
start immediately. Entry
level starts at $8.00 per
hour. Experienced wage is
1-800-876negotiable.
6340. (refer to ad KY).
GENERAL Laborers &
Welders needed. Will train.
Male or female. Cali
328-8982.
HENRY County Medical
Center has a full-time position open with 1-2 years
experience in transcribing
history/ physical reports,
operative notes and discharge summaries. Must
possess medical terminology skills, knowledge of
computers and ability, to
type 60 wpm. Apply in Human Resources, MondayFriday, 8am-4pm.
LBL Golden Pond Planetarium- Show operator position open, 24 to 32 hours
per week, some weekends
required, must be able to
present programs to the
public with enthusiasm,
knowledge of astronomy
helpful, perfect for retired
educator. This job is not a
TVA position. Send a
hand-written letter describing your interest, background. and phone number by January 22 to: LBL
Association, 100 Van Morgan Drive, Golden Pond,
KY 42211. No phone calls
can be accepted.
LPN Position available_
Apply in person, Bntthaven
of Benton, Hwy 641 South,
Benton, KY (across from
Wal-Mart). EOE/AAE.
MED tech, RN, LPN, or
Phlebotomist to do insurance exams for a national
company,
paramedical
part time. Schedule your
own appointments and
earn good fees. These are
done on a mobile basis at
the applicant's home or office in your local area.
Blood draw experience is
a definite plus. Call for
more information.
800-553-9262

NEEDED: someone to ba4
bysit my children in my
II home. This would
be a
good lob for a high school
senior with the new city
.mmImmmimmmmt
vs school schedule for the
RNIT1 ,041. •
1 (
98-99 school year. For an
interview call 753-3474,
Tuesday-Friday 4.30-8pm,
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Pricec
Sat & Sun 12-8pm.

(rass)
,
tit
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
-Norwalk •Stanley -Hookor
-Kimball •Universal•Browhill
•Kaaler
-Pulaski
(
Downtown
Murray

Free
Financing

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring Assistant Manager
We offer competitive pay
health
comprehensive
benefits, along with a fine
working environment Apply in person at 926 S
12th St, Murray

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
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Help Wanted

Card of Thanks

MODELS

Thefamily of
Larry McKinney

Help Wanted

BECOME A CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANT
Looking for meaningful
employment that allows
you the opportunity to really make a difference? Britthaven of Benton is offering a nurse assistant
class. Class begins soon.
Britthaven offers: 'Paid
'Employment
Training
once certified 'Kentucky
Certification. Apply in
PERSON at Britthaven of
Benton, Hwy 641 S, Benton, KY. Drug Free Work
Place. EOE)AAE.

-.1

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs.3 p.m.
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Telep
Nortl
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060

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

Deadline Day & Time
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People

All Sizes-Ages
Entry Level Positions

NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY!
• 128 MEN •
(Age 20 - 60)
• 218 WOMEN •
(Age 20- 70)
• 93 TEENS(F)•
(Age 13 - 19)
• 76 TEENS(M)•
(Age 13- 191
•69 CHILDREN •
0)4&F Age 5-12)
1 Year Contracts
Part-Time. Earn up to

$125/hour
Apply in person

Day's Inn
Meeting Room
1101 Houseman St.
MAYFIELD, KY

P
tih
o(n).n

•

ROI
expe
RAY

Wish to express our gratitude to
each and everyone who helped us in
any way during Larry's illness and
untimely death. A special thanks to
Dr. Dan Miller and Dr. John
Roberts and their staffs, to the
Miller Funeral Home and Bro. H.B.
Fields.
You will never know how much
your prayers meant to Larry and his
family during his illness. Your
prayers and your love continue to
help us endure our loss. May God
bless each and everyone of you.

WE
• $3

• Ex
• Pa
•1
•2
• Cc
• 40
• La
• Fic

WE
•2
• MI
• Gc
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Plea
or B

The family of Larry McKinney
Marilyn, Dwain, Amy, Mitzi, Jeff,
Alycia, ShaeLea, Kysha, Dustin,
Brothers, Sisters and
Sister-In-Law

The

oppoi

ONE DAY ONLY

SUNDAY
January 10th.
4:00 p.m. OR 7:00 p.m.
No Calls Under 18 staparent
Dress for test shoot

License #001399
NIEN11111.1t
t lumbers of Commove

.
ViSNAW:.<
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le

Posit
Depa

rss ev_.• .Yse.

tfY7 The family of Jerry L. Kalberer
would like to extend our heartfelt
10i thanks to everyone for the outpouring of visits, cards, telephone calls,
VI food, and other sympathies shown
:
rk 4' during the tragic loss of our loved
one. We cannot begin to express our
7' gratitude for the way the accident
'^tp, scene was handled by Officer
Michael Farley and other members
of the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department, the Calloway Co.
1 Rescue Squad, and coroner Dwane
4 Jones. We also want to thank Miller
Paul
Home, Bro.
Funeral
McWherter, Bro. Greg Lowhorn for
their words of comfort, Bro. Shea
1!
!,) McWherter and Bro. Ray Hardie for
, the beautiful songs and music, and
other friends who participated in the
funeral service. Our loss is great, but
(g) with the Lord's help and friends like
you, we will make it through. May
i God bless all of you is our prayer.

Salai
ing ;
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Dept

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.
THE Allergy & Asthma
Clinic needs front office
help. 28 hours per week.
Must have medical office
experience. Please fax resume to 502-759-1215 or
mail to 2957 US Hwy 641
N, Murray, KY 42071.
THE Allergy & Asthma
Clinic needs medical transcriptionist. 10-15 hours
per week. Fax resume to
502-759-1215 or mail to
2957 US Hwy 641 N, Murray, KY 42071.
THE Amerihost Inn has
positions open for a fulltime maintenance worker
,
and house keeping. Applications can be picked up
at the Amerihost Inn, 1210
N 12th Street, Murray. No
c_PLIMEICI
phone calls please EOE.
LPLOUP
cPcPdP.P
CI p
WANTED: A part-time xray tech for a busy doc- I
tor's office. Please send -3 1707W. Main St Murray extends their thanks &
appreciation to the people of Murray & the surresume to PO Box 1040B.
rounding area, for their patronage during the
Murray. KY 42071.
last 50 years Mr. James (Jim) Smothers has
070
passed away, however Calloway Monument c
Domestic &
will continue to be family owned & operated. J
Childcare
('all on Jerry Adams and Jennifer
"Smothers" Spencer for your memorial needs
Custom designing & individual craftsmanship
continue to be our -speciality5
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun By Appt. 1
753-1962
C..
tfar2P_PLIOMMal til
r.JOIMMIMMI-XeP
3
OP
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Calloway Monument Co. '!

Prog
Work
Sy ste
dyna

5

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references
if needed.

CLEANING houses is my
business , Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
CLEANING Houses Interior Design Landscaping
&
Construction
Light
Morel' Call 436-2299
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Full-time sales position available for an
enthusiastic, highly motivated individual.
Must have sales experience and a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations,
sick days and gas allowance. Interested
individuals must send resume to:
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career' Do you want to earn $.50K„ per year"
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none' I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
wobld want to be treated I work strictly above board, and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer
Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
Call tor directions if needed No resume please
I hire people, not paper E 0 E.

Local Telecommunications business is seeking a
right-of-way employee responsible on all projects in
obtaining permission for right-of-way on and across
an individual's property, responsible for obtaining
and recording all signed easements, keeping records
on right-of-ways obtained, responsible for looking
up property records at the county courthouse, and
recording and keeping records on all crop damages.
Job requirements are: the person must possess good
written and oral communication skills; having
worked in the customer service field - a plus; sales
ability or sales training required; background in
securing easements and right-of-ways helpful; solid
work history; great people skills; must be able to
work longer summer hours; some nights and weekends possible as well as being able to assist in the
marketing department during off-peak seasons.
Resumes' must be sent to West Kentucky Rural
Telephone, Attention: Personnel Department,237
North 8th Street, Mayfield, KY 42066. No telephone calls will be accepted concerning this position.
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OTR DRIVERS
ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking
experienced OTR Drivers for our MURRAY, KY operation.
WE OFFER:
• $38,000 per year
• Excellent Benefits
• Paid Holidays
• 1 Week Paid Vacation in 6 mo
• 2 Weeks in a Year
• Company Paid Pension Plan
• 401K, Safety Bonus
• Late Model Equipment
• Home Weekends and During Week
WE REQUIRE:
• 2 years experience in last 5 years
• Minimum 23 years of age
• Good Driving Record
• Pass DOT Physical/Drug
Please call 1-800-782-8759. Ask for Mike
or Ben.
The City of Murray has the following job
opportunities:
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Position:
Meter Reader
Department: Murray Municipal Utilities
Salary for the position (depending on training and expenence) $7.61 per hour minimum.
Position:
Maintenance Worker I
Department: Murray Water System
Salary for the position (depending on training and experience) $7.25 per hour minimum.
City of Murray benefit package for both positions includes health insurance, retirement
plan, longevity, sick and vacation days.
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed positions are available at the
City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 207
Poplar Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. If
you have questions concerning this position,
please contact the Personnel Office at 502762-0353.
Deadline for accepting applications is Friday,
January 15, 1999.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Drug screening will be required of successful
applicant.

ADMINISTRATIVE OPPORTUNITY KY TECH CENTER PRINCIPAL
Progressive technology center operated by the
Workforce Development Cabinet, Kentucky TECH
System. located in Murray. Kentucky is seeking a
dynamic, team leader with hands-on expertise in
communications, computers, budget management
and administration. Duties and responsibilities
include supervision and operation of an area technology center.
Must hold one of the following.
( I) KY Dept of Education vocational/technical
school certificate in administration, supervision and
coordination supplemented by 3 years of experience
working with vocational education programs.
Graduate study will substitute for the required experience on a year-for-year basis.
(2) KY Dept of Education Vocational Principal's certificate
(3) KY Dept of Education Secondary Principal's certificate.
(4) Ky Statement of Eligibility for Vocational School
principal supplemented by 2 years of experience
working with vocational education progranis.
(Graduate study in vocational education will substitute for one year of the required experience.)
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Minimum entry level salary is $35,374 with additional salary based on degree and years of appropriate work experience.
To receive an employment application call the
Murray/Calloway County Area TECH Center at
502-753-1870. Mail applications to:
Mary Stratton, Deputy Commissioner
Workforce Development Cabinet
Capital Plaza Tower - 20th Floor
500 Mero Street, Frankfort, KY 40601
Applications must be received no later than COB
1-15-99. Resumes must be accompanied by an application.
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MOM Computers
Repairs, upgrades and installations Custom built
systems to your specs On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
742-1552
130
For Sale
or Trade
ACCEPTING bids for 1 49
acres dark fired tobacco
base (Calloway 1998 allotment) until 1-13-99 Mail
responses to PO Box
1040D, Murray, KY 42071
140
Wailt 113 Buy
I
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
150
Artietoo
For St1e
18" DISH Satellites, 2
ways to qualify for free satellite receiver and dish. Also, receivers starting at
$99. Call 753-7419, ask
for Tony.
1979 CHEVROLET van, a
concrete trowl machine, &
a brick saw (nearly new).
436-5067.
26" COLORED Zenith walnut console TV, good condition. $75. 753-7387.
ANTIQUE Mahogany china cabinet $400. Washer
$175, dryer $35, $200
pair. Wood lathe. Frost
free refrigerator $175.
Wood desk $75. All items
obo. 753-6985.
FOR SALE: Princess &
Erin Ty Beanie Babies.
Call 492-8566.
GE 26" console TV, excellent condition. 759-9895.
HOT tub (2 yr. warranty
left), aroma therapy sauna,
(2) tanning beds, Royal
cash register, Macintosh
lap top computer w/printer,
treadmill, butterfly exercise
machine, stepper, exercise
bike, Easy rider, bar bells,
microwave, high pressure
washer w/gas motor. Everything in good condition.
753-9274.
MINK coat, full length, full
pelts, light color, excellent
condition. $2,200. Call
753-5950.
NORDIC Track Pro $200,
consider trade for treadmill. Computer workstation
& chair, $75. 753-2494
RESTAURANT style gas
grill $500. Charcoal- cash
register $250. 753-7382.
SEE us for your barn or
roof metal. Cut to length.
Covers 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.
WESLO treadmill, less
than 1yr old, $150. 7591576.
WHITE double basin. kitchen sink, practically new.
Half price, $100.
759-1830.
160
Home Funded/bp
2PC living room group
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
4 MONTH old Sealy living
room suite, $800 obo. Dining table & 4 chairs, $250.
center,
Entertainment
$250. 753-7466 leave
message.
BEDROOM
group,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
BLACK couch & chair, full
size mattress set, glass
top table & 4 chairs, Fisher
wood stove. 759-1327.
BROYH ILL Hideaway bed
loveseat & chair, beige,
mauve & blue floral, $300.
Call 395-5397.
MOVING sale: solid maple
drop leaf table w/6 chairs,
China, maple finish china,
blue floral sofa & love
seat, (3) solid maple tables. In good condition.
753-3244.
190
Farm Equipment

14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
1 bath, microwave & dishwasher. 753-9866.
1978 RICH 121)(54', new
floors, paint and plumbing.
Set up on lot in Northwinds
trailer park. May leave or
move, $1500 or will trade
for car or truck of equal
value.
BUCCANEER
1994
16X80, 3br, 2 baths, excellent condition. 753-0506.
1997 CLAYTON 16X60,
3br, 2 bath, GE appliances, fireplace, whirlpool,
front & rear porch, storage
building, excellent condition, $28,500. 759-2231.
LARGEST Selection of
used homes, 12', 14', 16'
wide. All at Special Prices.
See the Housing Leader,
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
Inc. 1-800-642-4891.
MOBILE home on a nice
lot in subdivision, east of
Murray. $8,000. 759-4401.
MOBILE HOME REPAIRS
Dealer and Factory
trained, 10yrs experience.
502-753-1001
MUST SEEM
Close out on all 1998
homes. One of the Southeast' Largest and Oldest
Dealerships. Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc. 2427 E.
Wood St., Paris, TN.
1-800-642-4891.
280
.„ Karnes For Rent
2BR, 11/2 bath, furnished
or unfurnished, 8 miles
North, $275/mo plus deposit. 753-8582.
2BR, 11/2 baths, $260/mo.
753-6012.
3BR, trailer with full basement on 167 Wilkins Dnve.
5 lots with big garage.
436-5570 or 436-5901.
HAZEL, 2br. 492-8526.
MOBILE home, 759-9730
NICE 14X70 2br, clean.
641 South. 492-8488.
NICE 2br trailer for rent.
Call Linzy Beane, 43E2582.
SMALL attractive mobile
home on private lot in Murray. $200 rent, $200 deposit. 753-7953.
Mobile Horne Lots For Rent
1/2 ACRE lot, $100
753-6012
LOT for rent 492-8488
300
s Rentsts
NOW RENTING
Offices of various sizes
and prices. Furnished or
unfurnished, paid utilities.
PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING
415 S. 4th St.
759-0633, 436-2856 evenings.

220
Muskat
CONSOLE PIANO Smal
monthly payments. Will fi
nance with approved cred
it. See locally 800-6357611.
PLAYER piano plus rolls
of music, very nice piece
of furniture $1.050. 7537382.
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3BR,near MSU, low income must qualify Equal
Housing Opportunity.
436-5685.
5 MILES east of Murray.
Nice 2br, central h/a, appliances furnished. No pets,
deposit required.
753-8943.
LARGE 2br, 1 bath, gas
heat, in Kirkwyjafrn set-,
ting. $425/mo. Call after
530pm. 489-2056.
LARGE 4br, 2 bath home,
only 2 blocks from MSU.
$650/mo., lease possible.
Leave message- 759-5967.
NICE 3br, 2 bath with appliances, w/d hook-up,
central h/a, on quiet street.
$525 plus deposit, references, no pets. 753-1059.
NICE large 3br, central
h/a, with stove, refrigerator, &
dish
washer.
$450/mo plus deposit.
436-5374

GARAGE apt, 404 St. 8th
St. $200 per month plus
deposit. No pets.
759-4771.
LARGE new 2br, central
h/a, low utilities, utility
room, appliances, no pets,
quiet. Deposit required.
$395/mo. 753-8828.
360
MURRAY
MANOR
Storage Roadie
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central fl/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
All Sizes Available
(502)753-8668,
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryC-STORAGE
er, furnished, near MSU. 10x15 storage units, 4th St
Inquire at 1210 Main St. & Sycamore E. Next to
753-1252 before 5pm, Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-0606 after 5pm.
753-3571.

1 BEDROOM Apt. for ren
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina.
1 OR 2br apartment for
rent. Deposit required, no
pets. Call 489-6129.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apartment, $225/mo
plus deposit. No pets. 7533139.
1BR apt, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer
and dryer. No pets. 7539841 or 436-5496.
1BR apt. Fireplace. Clean.
Close
to
campus.
$200/mo. Water & gas included. 753-7276.
1BR duplex apartment,
505 Vine, $225.+ deposit.
492-8225.
1BR, low utilities, no pets. NICE 2br duplex, appliances, gas heat, no pets
$235/mo. 753-3949.
Lease. 1819 Ridgewood.
1BR, w/d, refrigerator,
$450/mo. 753-7457.
stove, dishwasher, back
utilities. NOW renting 1br apartdeck,
low
$335/mo. 759-2571, 559- ments. $215/mo. College
Farm Road Apartments.
2031.
753-6716.
2BR brick duplex on quiet
QUIET 1br apartment
street. 753-0724.
2BR duplex apartment, ex- across from campus with
tra large, appliances fur- kitchen and living room.
nished, central gas heat & Hardwood floors, ceiling
air, lots of storage. & ex- fan, large closets & w/d
tras. No pets, lease & de- access, Lease and security deposit required. No
posit required. 753-7185.
pets. $375 month. Call
2BR DUPLEX, all applian- Travers at 759-2001 or
ces furnished, central h/a, 753-0653.
close to MSU. 753-7947 or SPACIOUS unfurnished
753-3778.
apartment, low utilities.
2BR, 1 bath apartment, $265 rent, $265 deposit.
Wiswell Road, all applian753-7953
ces. Call Mur-Cal 753- VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
4444.
duplex w/garage, applian2BR, 1 bath w/carport, ces furnished, central gas
central h/a, appliances fur- h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1
nished, $475/mo, 1yr mo. deposit. No pets. 753lease, 1 mo deposit, 753- 2905.
2905 or 753-7536.
330
2BR, 11/2 bath duplex
For Root
w/appliances. 3BR, 2 bath
duplex w/appliances.
'
PRIVATE furnished room
753-5344 or 559-9970.
for rent, all utilities paid,
2BR, central gas h/a, ap- microwave and refrigerator
pliances
furnished. included. Call 753-1561.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
SLEEPING
Morn.
753-9898.
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
753-9898
central gas hie, appliances
340
furnished, including w/d,
tme For Rent
$375/mo, lyr lease, 1 mo
deposit, No pets.
2 & 4BR houses, lease &
753-2905
deposit required.
753-4109.

641 Storage

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

Call now for scheduling
Instructor: Marty McBride
87-A Spruce St., Murray • 502-759-2355

frigerator, electric range,
carport. $500/mo with one
months deposit/ year
lease. 753-4025.
2BR, brick, in Hazel, central gas heat and air, furnished, all new appliances,
new roof. $325/mo, $325
deposit. Call Joe Morgan
753-9086. Ask for Joe.
2BR, gas heat, extremely
low utilities. 415 S 10th.
Call 759-4696.

Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the

Techtipieldpegialist
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrade, 7}aining & Installation

Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Metal Roofing

3BR, 1 bath, w/d, stove &
.r.efrigerator Wall heat, utility room, and carport. No
pets. Deposit required.
753-0367 after 5pm.
38R, 1 bath, with appliances, w/d hook-up, central
h/a. $430 plus deposit, references, no pets. 7531059.

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all pnce ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main
450
For Sale

14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data then please call
502-441-2253.

10 ACRES. 7 miles south
on Hwy 121. Beautifu
building sites, $16,950
E.Terms. 753-4984.
17.5 ACRES with nice 4br
home, stock barn, tobacco
barn, spring fed creeks_
Reduced to $74,500. Easy
Terms. 753-9302.

11.2 STORY, 3br, 2 bath.
double garage, all appliances, custom post & beam,
wooded lot in Sherwood
Forest $115,000 Appointment only, 753-2494

Now is A Great Time to Build
II you :lie 10°1.11111 lot qt1.1111 ‘kc ss ant to tve
building omit-actor, u ith blimptirw. & .pcciticatitois
%ve can :41% c ,ott a conii.it:t price below vs c slim!. II
you ale undecided 55c vs oi I.. tin .1
We ctinipl atilt all the lit'u Lit) Iltirkling codes.
We also peciallie in cionsti(knoll ol Like hoitie.,.,
large or small

litruce Green.
Budding Contractor, Inc

(502)753-8343

// o

REDUCED PRICE
Architect designed. Formal living & dining rooms
Spacious family room w/fireplace, 4br, 2 bath, high ceilings. Murray Estates is a perfect combination of lifestyleand location. Call 502-753-2446 or 759-1828 for appt.
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Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
NORTH WOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536
380
Pets & Supptes

WANT ADS
WORK

"Paul Lamb"

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Tree Trimming
Full Line of
Stump Removal
Equipment
Hedge Trimming
Free Estimates
Licensed & inuired - 24 Hr. Service

Tony Henderson
Plumbing
Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Licensed & Insured

Wholesale Barns
tiebo
ailable & Utility Sheds Decks
mios
Special-818 -

0785

All sheds/barns are FOB site Choice of brown or
charcoal black shingles All exterior wood is treated
for weather resistance Opuons.and pnces are available upon request including windows, double doors
on eight foot wide buildings. vents. ramps. shelves,
lofts
•Preres

sal7erl le chomp wd16,61 maiser

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
REAL ESTATE AUCTION

2BR, southwest area.
$350/mo plus deposit, no
pets. 435-4226.
3BR house, 2 bath, large
family room with gas logs
in fireplace, central gas
heat, above ground pool
with large deck, 4 miles
NW of Murray on Rob Mason Road. $500/rno, first
month deposit required.
Call after 6pm. 502-3452752.
3BR house, 5 minutes
north of Murray. 759-4826.
3BR, 1 bath, w/d, refrigerator, range, carport, hardwood floors, brick, corner
lot, walking distance of
campus, deposit required.
759-9746.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

133 Map

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-$40/mo.
759-4081

2BR, gas heat, no pets
753-1502 or 753-4860

502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.

1

IWO Ws*

753-5585

1YR old Border Collie fe
male, spayed, no papers.
$125 753-4522 after 6pm
AKC Registered Collie
puppies $125. 502-5278048.
AKC Registered standard
Poodle puppies, fully guaranteed. $350. Excellent
with children.
502-436-6062.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
LOST: Large spayed female Chocolate Lab, half
2BR, 11/2 bath, wki hookcollar, answers to Moose,
up, range, refrigerator, car11yr old family pet. Lost
port, close to MSU.
from 602 Main. Call
$475/mo plus deposit.
759-4730.
759-4531 or 489-2405.
390
2BR, 2 bath, 11/2 miles
Livestock A Supplies
from town, 121 South.
$375/mo plus deposit.
HAY, square bales $2.00,
753-4549 after 5pm.
2BR, brick house, 1652 round bales, last years
Ryan, 1
block from $10.00, this years $20.00.
MSU/ITT building. Central Picked up. 753-5940 or
h/a, hardwood floors, re- 436-5946.

Register For Classes Now!
Beginners-Advanced For
Boys & Girls Ages 3 & Up
Also Offering
Cheerleading Classes

TRACTOR for sale: 135
Massey Ferguson live
power, power steering with
6ft. finish woods mower.
753-7382 after 4pm.
210
. Firewood
SEASONED Firewood, de
livered, $35 435-4494

3BR DUPLEX, all appliances furnished, central h/a
Various size suites
753-7947
Walnut Plaza
3BR, central h/a, low utilit104 N. 5th
ies, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8302 or
753-8767 or 759-4696.
753-9621
4BR, 21/2 bath duplex in
RETAIL or office space for Fallbrook. 1 year lease, no
rent. 700 square feet to pets,
all
appliances.
2500 square feet.
$700/mo. 753-4937 days,
Century 21. 753-1492.
8-5, M-F.
SMALL office space with EXTRA large duplex in priprivate outside entrance, vate area, central a/c with
all utilities paid. In South- natural gas heat and appliside Shopping Center ances, available 1/1/99,
$275. 753-6612 or 753-. lease plus deposit, no
4509.
pets. $475/mo. 759-1087
after 4pm.
320

McBrides Gymnastic
Academy

1505

For Reed

Office Space

14X70 3BR, 11/2 bath,
near MSU 753-9866

430

340

13

FRIDAY JANUARY 8, 1999

Fri., January 15, 1999 • 12 Noon
From Murray, Ky. take 94 East to Hwy. 280. Follow
280 to Panorama Shores, turn onto Riverview Blvd.
to Butterfly Drive. Follow Butterfly Drive to Pine
Tree Dr., 2nd house. Watch for auction signs.
Will sell a beautiful 3 bedroom, 3 full bathrooms, 2 - 1/2
bathrooms - living room - den - kitchen - breakfast
nook - central heat & air - double carport - 3 level brick
& dryvit exterior - private boat dock - waterfront lot you must see this property to appreciate it. There are
2 lots across road. Will sell lots, then combine all
parcels. This property will be shown by appointment
only and must,be_shown prior to auction. Call 753-8343
for appointment-.
Terms: 2% down day of auction, balance in 30 days
with passing of deed.

HAZEL- 3br, central h/a
492-8526

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
not be sold under the absolute rules, but
the last high bidder will buy the property.

This property will
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I a85 CHEVY Celebrity,
excellent running condiLon. $800. Call 759-9577
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AUTO LOANS

Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
1991 FORD Escort wagon
been turned down before
,
51.400. 753-9585.
Loans available for no
Fl,
1992 CAMARO RS
credit bad credit, and
N/6 $5,500 obo. 759-4429
bankruptcy buyers No co1993 CHEVROLET Corsi- signeis needed
Must
_a, automatic transmis- have at $750 cash or
;ion, grey, 4 di, air bag, trade-in
abs, all new tires, runs exCall the 24 hour
$4,000. Call Sunny
Automated
Credit
502-759-8464
Repair
Hotline
iJ4 CHEVY Cavalier, auair, AM/FM cassette, 1-800-566-2277.
' xXX miles, 2dr. $4200
767-0734.
Vol
26 ESCORT Sports,
-co& Only $5695
1988 FORD van, handl
n C',!idge Shadow
iv't red, sharp!
-..tixxx $2895.

.

• 94 L.asailer RS Convert
auto red, sharp!
S395
MILLER AUTO SALES
767-9761
496 FORD 1-Bird LX,
't \s6, toaded, excellent
t.;orl, $12,500 Call
• -2.90 MAXIMA GLE. sun:•)1' & leather, 20,XXX
Also 1995 Windstar
mini van, 46,XXX
Both vehicles are
.• wiret and comes with
new parts $8,000
f.), both 502-382-, cr 502-382-2799
' Honda Accord SpeEdition, loaded, alloy
cd player, 31,XXX
• 517 500. Contact
492-8500.
,_EXUS 300, loaded
chrome
factory
26 XXX miles
()to Pans
`-4 D1-644-2643.

All In One
Construction
Call 489-2842

CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal Free Estimates Satisfied
References
Call
Lee's TODAY.., 753-5827.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113.
CHIM
Chim
Chimney
capped accessible Phone
Sweep_ Chimney cleaning
901-247-3359
services. 10% senior citizen
discount. Contact
Tracy Manning, 435-4006.
CLEANING SERVICE
1987 DODGE 50 pick-up For real estate, RENTALS
automatic, air, 96,XXX & new construction. Also
miles. $2,300. 489-2704.
painting & repair.
759-0484
1990 JEEP Commanche
4x4, automatic, red, good .COLSON HOME REPAIR
condition, 107xxx miles, Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
$5200. Call 474-2485.
1996 TOYOTA Tacoma, 20Yrs experience.
753-5592.
white, low miles, power
CUSTOM BUILT
steering, air, am/fm radio,
5-speed. 753-3366, 753- Decks, fencing, garages,
carports, hardwood floors.
9949.
753-7860
1997 TOYOTA 4x2, extended cab, air, cassette CUSTOM bulldozing &
player. Asking under NA- backhoe work, septic sysDA book. Call 753-4888.
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
1999 CHEVY extended Horace Sholar.
cab Z71 (1998 body style). DAVID'S Cleaning ServRed, loaded, 5,XXX miles. ices. "Cleaning" vinyl sid$26,500. Call 502-527- ing, homes, mobile homes,
7980 leave message.
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
Campers
available. David Borders,
1985 FULL-SIZE school Insured, Completely Mobus converted into camp- bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
er, good condition. $3,000 Cellular 502-853-1108.
obo. 527-7980 Or 527ELECTRICAL
New construction, remod2833. leave message.
eling, or lust replacing a
1996 COACHMEN Cataliswitch. Licensed & Insurna 30' Camping Trailer.
ed Off. 753-0834
EXCELLENT Condition
Hm. 759-9835.
$11,900. 436-2225.

Nissan MaxiXXX
miles.
753-2070
-•.irr. 1995 Dodge
r- 1 XXX miles,
FENCING
,-se. steering 1996 PACE Arrow Vision,
cassette. 5-speed, 19,XXX miles, w/d, ice- Midway Fence Company
.P, re
-ail $7,300 376- maker, jacks, TV camera. Chain link, & custom wood
'4'. anytime.
awnings, all the extras. privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
Mint condition. 753-4389.
prices. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.
Boats a Motors
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$100
Online tub Rebate

DWAIN
TAYLOR
'he<("Vet
OF MURRAY KY

Loans
-'range financing

4174111117
all Kenny at
.i300 or (800) 874-0256

leClain Inc.
:4' 0100

'41 yfitId

Kentucky
sein-WW•••••••••mo

_ :-:

ii iIi jiurchast

iSS THIS HUGE
,:41tory Reduction Sale,
'oblic of West KY
.st)1)EALERS.-,r-r7rucks

of Financing
iro

'6,900
.,!

,rand Am
SAI.1

I 9vr) Pk mouth

'4 600

Neon
Ai); s775()SAL

j4)4), Hoick Sh% lark
-16
f_

SAL!.

1993 Ford Explorer X1:11
IAD
SALI

$4,800

'3,900
8,500

1993'Ford F150
SPff,1
ADA $8.601) SALI. $5,900

1992 Chevrolet S10 4W1D

SA Win

Speed, black..SW S NADA $7,300 SALL)
'
levy

1993 Jeep Wrangler
flardtrir• d.\ADA S10.600

1993 Chevrolet S10

SAL}:

7,900
SA

2.8 V6. 5 speed, air. while. NADA S6.050 SALE 1,900
*Due to mawive inventory reduction ask we arc
unable to accept trades.

it

'All Electrical • All Carpentry
'Plumbing Repair
References - Licensed & insured

753.8372OF 753.0353(Home)

Immaculate
Service
Cleaning
Car
(502) 759-1313
• Free pick-up and delivery • With our indoor facilities
we can clean your car in any weather • 24-hour rain
guarantee (If it rains within 24 hours of your carwash
bring it in for another wash)• Complete satisfaction
guarantee • Call for a free estimate and appointment
Prices vary by vehicle size
!i.e., Wash, Wax, and Interior Cleaning for a

midsize sedan $45.00)
TERI

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
Auto • Home • Motorcycle • Boat
Mobile Home • Business • Bonds

4IcKINNEYINSURANCESERVICES

FREE to good home: female, white, long haired
cat, 7 mos. Litter trained,
has had shots. 759-4480.

104 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
'753-3500
Tracy D. McKinney, CIC, LUTCF Ashley J. Ross

Weasel
VVAN.TED: Hunting land to
lease. 436-2463.

Large enough to handle your insurance
needs, small enough to care.

1995 24 FOOT Chaparral
Signature Series 350 Mercury. used approximately
25 hours, bath, kitchen, &
sleeps 4, trailer, hydro-lift
753-4389

Sponsored Each Week By
cite Offered

Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal, tree
spraying, leaf raking,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
line of equipment. Free estimates Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling, Repairs. No
Job Too Small. 10% Discount thru 1/31/99.
492-6267
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up.
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction • Remodeling. Repairs. Custom Cabinets• Concrete
Work. AGC Certified,
435-4272.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848

WAAL*MART'

stormozecisisrrER
Al WAYS 1(AN PRCPS

Hwy. 641 North
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city schools
for the week of Jan. II to 15
have been released by Janice
McCuiston and Judy Clark, food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast
Monday - cereal and toast, fruit
juice. Tuesday - cinnamon raisin biscuit. fruit juice; Wednesday - biscuit
w/jelly. apple wedges;Thursday - breakfast pizza, fruit juice; Friday - no school.
Milk is served daily.
Lunch
Monday - pizza, tossed .salad
w/dressing. cherries; Tuesday - mini
corn dog. hashbrown casserole, vegetable sticks; Wednesday - roast beef
w/roll, creamed potatoes, green peas.
pineapple. Thursday - chili dog on
hun. onion rings, colc slaw. peaches:

E&E Interior/ Exterior
Painting 474-2046
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CASSIUS
CUSTOM MOOOWORIUNO

ALWAYS WAL- MART

Murray
Friday - no school. Milk is served
daily.
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - pancake and sausage on
a stick w/syrup; Tuesday - chicken

on biscuit; Wednesday - cinnamon raisin
biscuit; Thursday - biscuit w/sausage
gravy; Friday - ham and cheese on
sheet-bun. Cereal, toast, juice, fruit
and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chili and crackers, hamburger on bun, grilled cheese sandwich; tuesday - sliced turkey w/roll,
corn dog, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Wednesday - chicken fryz and
roll, bar-b-q sandwich, grilled cheese
sandwich; Thursday - pizza, chuckwagon sandwich, peanut butter and
jelly sandwich; Friday - scrambled eggs,
sausage and biscuit, hot ham and
cheese sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich. Chef salad, fruits, vegetables
and milk are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - breakfast egg and cheese

mon,
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are r
toes,
addit
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Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
ace

SUNBURY

MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-5040
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SAVE $173 with
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consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195
Call
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Details

Lunch
pocket; Tuesday - biscuit and sausage;
Monday - cheeseburger, bar-b-que
Wednesday - steak on biscuit; Thursday, cinnamon rolls; Friday - country turkey; Tuesday - pizza, chef salad
ham on biscuit. Cereal, toast, fruit. w/crackers:. Wednesday - taco salad.
grilled cheese, peanut butter sandwich.
juice and milk are available daily.
Thursday - ,chicken" nuggets. peanut
Lunch
Monday - pizza, chicken pattie butter sandwich; Friday - pizza, pimensandwich; Tuesday - fish nuggets to cheese sandwich, peanut butter sandw/hushpuppies, ham and cheese on wich. Vegetables, fruit and. milk are
bun; Wednesday - oven fried chicken available daily. •
Murray Middle
w/roll, pizzaburger; Thursday - ravioBreakfast
li casserole w/roll, hamburger w/cheese
Monday - pancake, sausage on a
chicken nuggets
on bun; Friday
w/roll, turkey and cheese on bun. Chef stix; Tuesday - Poptart; Wednesday salad, vegetables, fruit, cold, sand- Danish; Thursday - -chicken and biscuit; Friday - breakfast pizza. Cereal,
wiches, milk and fruit drink are avail- 'toast, cinnamon toast, juice and milk
able daily.
are available daily.
Calloway High
Lunch
Breakfast
Monday - -chicken noodle soup
Monday - bacon and egg biscuit; w/cheese and crackers, chuckwagon,
Tuesday - pancakes w/syrup; Wednes- pizza; Tuesday - beef taco pie. grilled
day - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Thurs- cheese sandwich, hamburger; Wednesday - chicken on biscuit; Friday - day - hot ham and cheese sandwich,
sausage and biscuit. Cereal, toast, tuna plate, pizza; Thursday - chicken
muffins, donuts, fruit, juice and milk nuggets. peanut butter sandwich; Friare available daily.
day - Make your own pizza day, corn
Lunch
dogs. Vegetables, fruit and milk are
Monday - chicken nuggets w/roll, available daily.
corn dog; Tuesday - lasagna wfbread
Murray High
sticks, breaded chicken sandwich;
Breakfast
Wednesday - oriental chicken wince
Monday - waffle stix; Tuesday and egg roll, bar-b-q sandwich; Thurs- bacon and egg sandwich; Wednesday
day - chili w/cheese and crackers, hot - coffee cake; Thursday - sausage and
ham and cheese sandwich; Friday - biscuit; Friday - Danish. Toast, ceresliced turkey and gravy w/roll, beef al, cinnamon toast, juice and milk- are-and swiss sandwich. Pizza, hamburg- availabk daily.
ers, cheeg'eburgers, fries, chef salads,
Lunch
cold sandwiches, fruit, milk, fruit drink
Monday - chicken nuggets, grilled
and tea are available daily.
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - taco salad
bar, tuna salad plate, garlic bread
MURRAY CITY
pizza; Wednesday - oven fried chickMurray Elementary
en, chuCkwagon; Thursday - chili and
Breakfast
sandwich, crispito w/cheese; Friday Monday - Poptart; Tuesday - scram50s' Day - hot dog basket, hamburgbled eggs and toast; Wednesday - Honey
er basket, vanilla shake. Pizzas, hambun; Thursday - sausage, gravy and
burgers, cheeseburgers, potatoes, vegbiscuit; Friday - cinnamon toasties.
etables, fruit, juice and milk are availCereal. toast. milk and juice are available daily.
able daily

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

ity is high, though you could get right. Tonight: On the computer
yourself in trouble with a loved one. making new friends.
of the moment, you question a per- Communicate clearly. Don't play CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
sonal choice. Worry less about other someone's games. Tonight: Go for *** You could be causing problems
nexpensive fun.
where there aren't any. A boss or
people's demands. Humor and lightsomeone key to your well-being is
ness merge. Tonight: Fun happens. LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You are high-voltage mate- difficult. However, how you handle
CANCER (June 21-July 221
*** You are in the mood to turn a rial. When you set your sights on a him could make all the difference in
situation around. Change gears. particular object, it is as good as the outcome. Join in; approach the
Whatever you do will be with gusto, done. Your personality draws oth- problem from his perspective. Toers; you're unstoppable. A family night: Make a must appearance.
though a partner could be challenged member could be challenged by your AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
by your attitude. Understand that high energy and lets you know! Give **** Take off for a day trip or
not everyone will agree with you. them space. Tonight: It is your call! meet a friend halfway between your
place and his. Good times occur away
Discussions,therefore,are animated. SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Think before saying what you from home. Your instincts could be
Tonight: Say yes.
feel. You could be sublimating your causing a problem right now. ReLEO (July 23-Aug. 221
**** Pressure could be high with anger and causing yourself trouble. lease it, and opt for a new environa loved one. How you handle it de- Heed your instincts. Communica- ment. Your opinions change rapidly.
pends on your energy levels. Try a tions are out of kilter. Refuse to be Tonight: Try a new restaurant.
more nurturing approach, or opt to defensive or controlling;just be true PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
test your sparring skills. One way or to yourself. It all works out. Tonight: **** Someone clearly has his opinions. You want to influence him or
another, your diplomatic way will A little mystery goes a long way.
bring about reconciliation. Tonight: SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) reveal a new perspective. But now
**** Aim for what you want, but you are hitting your head against a
Wherever you want.
don't go overboard spending. Be di- brick wall. Let this person learn
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22i
*** Spending could be out ofwhack. rect and goal-oriented, yet establish from experience; he isn't going to
Pull back and think before using limits. A friend might push you hard listen to you. Worry less about what
credit cards. A risk proves unusu- in a certain direction he thinks you friends think.Tonight: Let your partally unstable. Use caution. Creativ- should take. Follow what you feel is ner decide.

loved one wants another and you
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, want something else. In the tumult

Jan. 9, 1999:
You could cause yourself a lot of
trouble ifyou don'tslowdown,Sometimes you push so hard to achieve
your goals that you neglect your

needs. Work on the quality of your
personal life.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling foun- ARIES !March 21-April 19i
dations, etc 436-2113
**** Pressure builds. Review deBASEMENTS & Homes. riands and sort through what you
Sub & General contract- need to do. Responding to a partner
ing Insulated Oncrete takes a lot of time. Tempers flare.".
forms (R32) StyroCrete Someone sees issues differently from
you. You still need to deal with this
builders 502-436-2007
hot-tempered tamale! Tonight: Out
SERV
BOB'S PLUMBING
and about.
All work guaranteed Free
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
estimates 753-1134,
*** You have pushed hard and
492-8584
made a difference where it counts.
BUSHHOGGING Jonesy
Don't
allow someone to intimidate
437-4030
you. Remain steady and direct. Don't
CARPET cleaned by Carl
Techs Murray Carpet & take on more than your share of
activity. Listen to your higher mind;
Upholstery Cleaning
7534300 anytime

Tree
Cleanup
Full Line
Equi
"Quality'

Business On A Budget?

1976 JOHNSON 35hp,
electric start, tiller handle
controls, runs good. $500
753-6344, after 5pm

ATree Professionals
Stump
removal, tree
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.

'Estimating
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Trimming
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Stump
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Call Us For A Free Quote

Classified
:iota of Murray
%Aar Chevrolet, Inc.

GOT a hard or dirty Job
that needs to be done?
Call D.B. Lawns, Etc.
Yard & buildings upkeep
767-0768.
HANDYMAN, carpentry,
plumbing, yard
work,
proches & decks. Any job.
Call Danny Paschall,
492-8500.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.
LAMB Bros. Dozing and
Backhoe. Mark Lamb,
436-6266.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed & Insured. Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in rooting &
remodels. Free estimates.
All work guaranteed!
489-6125
No job too small!
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

& J Home Builders

p:
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it can pull you through a difficult
time. Tonight: For yourself.
GEMINI(May 21-June 201
**** A child wants one thing, a
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DEAR DR. GOTT: What's the latest
word on creatine as a supplement for
body builders?
DEAR READER: The American
College of Sports Medicine recently
issued a position statement on this
subject. Creatine has been shown to
enhance "the ability to maintain
power output daring short-term maximal bouts of exercise, including
cycling, sprinting, jumping and
weightlifting." Creatine also will
increase body mass (muscle).
Nearly all the research on creatine
has been obtained in the laboratory;
there are few field studies. Moreover,
no one has reported on the long-term
benefits and risks of the substance;
that is, its safety is still in question.
If you wish to obtain a copy of the
complete statement, write the ACSM,
Box 1440, Indianapolis, IN 46206 or
call 317-637-9200.
DEAR DR. GOTT. What causes
hives?
DEAR READER: Known medically
as urticaria, these blotchy and
intensely itchy skin lesions often
appear in crops anywhere on the
body. They can appear and disappear,
only to reappear somewhere else in a
matter of minutes. They ordinarily
don't last more than 24 hours but can
occur repeatedly. There are basically
seven causes of hives.
- Food allergies are the most common, causing more than 50 percent of
cases. The most frequent allergens
are nuts, shellfish, eggs, milk, tomatoes, strawberries and various food
additives.
- Drug reactions are the most serious, because they may herald a more
serious, systemic complication, such
as anaphylactic shock. Although penicillin is the most common culprit, virtually any medicine can cause
urticaria.
- Latex allergy ordinarily causes
hand dermatitis in people who are
sensitive to this product; however,
hives have been reported.
- Insect stings usually produce the
painful or itchy bump that we all know
so well. Nonetheless, people who are
particularly sensitive to insect venom
can develop hives, which may
progress to difficulty breathing and
shock.
- Parasitic and viral infections notably roundworm, schistosoma,
hepatoitis B virus and HIV - may be
associated with urticaria. In fact, simple upper respiratory virus infections
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I he pellet
opportunit \
for 4th, Sill
and 6th
grade
students
to demonstrate
their artistic talents and win prizes
including U.S. Savings Bonds and
a trip to Washington, D.C. The
contest deadline is Febeuaty 5, 1999.

STUDENT POSTER
CONTEST

For a copy of the contest rules contact
your school or write:
National Student Poster Contest
Savings Bonds Marketing Office
Room 309
Department of the Treasury
Washington, D.C. 20226
www.savingsborsis.gor
tar
stckek'cisma
.
ZTc
inAmericaTJ. t../.
'KINK svrvice ot this puhlikation.

SAVINGS
BONDS

WHY DOES 14E WEAR SUNGLASSES
AT NIGHT.>

NiCE MEETING YOU
eFs.
7

HE THINKS IT MAKES
HIM LOOK. COOL.

DEAR TRAPPED: There's no
reason why you should have to
feel trapped in your own home.
You are all adults. It's time for a
frank talk with your daughter,
your son-in-law and his mother
about how her criticism and
complaints make you feel. From
your description, she has been
thoughtless and tactless.
You should be able to enjoy
quiet time at home on some
weekends if you wish. However,
unless you speak up, no one will
know how you feel. Please don't
be shy or wait to clear the air. If
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that if I didn't like it, I could pack
my things and go I cried myself to
sleep for nights on end
One night I couldn't sleep because I was so upset with him. All I
could think about were all the
things that bugged me about him. I
knew that if I didn't banish these
negative thoughts from my mind, it
would be a long time before I fell
asleep. I decided to think, instead,
of all the things that I loved about
him. I wrote them down on a piece
of paper, put it in an envelope and
placed it in his briefcase.
The next morning, he called me
from work to tell me how much he
loved me. When he came home that
evening, he put my "list" in a frame
and hung it on the wall. We hardly
ever fight anymore. I get love notes
weekly and kisses daily.
I thought some of your readers
might like to try this recipe for
renewed love. It was so simple and well worth the effort.
HAPPY AGAIN IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR HAPPY AGAIN: What
a terrific idea for warming up a
glacial marriage. Your list of
the things you loved about your
husband obviously meant a
great deal to him. When we
focus only on what a person is
doing wrong, we tend to undervalue what he or she is doing
right.

WATERY EVES.

NAUSEA.

What teens need to know about sex,
drugs, AIDS, and getting along with
peers and parents is in "What Every Teen
Should Know." To order,send a businesssized, self-addressed envelope, plus
check or money order for $3.95 1E4.50 in
Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 810540447.(Postage is included.)

FEVER. CHILLS.
WHEEZiNCT. MILD
HALLUCINATIONS.
ACHING. CHEST.

PLEASE LET
E 60 HOME,
MR. POOKLEY.
I FEEL
COMPLETELY

BLOGKET:C1
EARS.
CAN'T HEAR I
YOU.

HEALTHY.
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Test Your Play
either case you get rid of both of
your heart losers.
IfSouth is the player with the Q10-x-x, you make the slam simply
by leading a diamond to dummy's
ace and returning a heart towards
your J-9.
2. Despite the striking similarity between this hand and the
previous one, there is a world of
difference in the correct approach
to the play.(Both hands were composed by the Israeli expert, Paul
Lukacs.)
Again you can guarantee the slam
against any distribution. But because this time dummy has the
eight of diamonds instead of the
nine,and also has an extra entry in
the form of the king of clubs, you
must adopt a different approach.
* * *
Draw the one missing trump,
1. The contract is ice-cold re- cash the ace ofhearts(assume both
gardless of how the cards are di- defenders follow low) and, ace of
vided. To assure the slam, draw diamonds, then ruff a diamond.
another round oftrumps,then cash Nextdash the A-K ofclubs and ruff
the A-K ofclubs and A-K ofhearts. the queen of diamonds.
If both defenders follow suit in
Having eliminated both minor
hearts, you can't lose more than suits, you now lead the nine of
one heart trick, so let's assume the hearts. If North has the Q-10-x-x,
worst — that one opponent has the he wins with the ten but must
Q-10-x-x of hearts.
return a heart into your K-J or
If North is the player with the Q- yield a ruff and discard.
10-x-x, you next lead the four of
IfSouth has the Q-10-x-x,he must
diamonds to dummy's nine. (If win and return a heart, allowing
North produces thejack or ten, you you to take the proven finesse, or
return a minor suit, giving you a
cover with dummy's queen.)South
wins but must yield a ruff and ruff and discard as well as the
discard or return a diamond. In contract.

ACROSS

SETTLE DOWN,CONN IE.
THEY NEED A cwANcE To
DEVELOP THEIR CAREERS
AND EN.Toy THEIR FREEDoM

PEOPLE DoN'T GET
MARRIED SO yoUNGANymoR E-AND THEY
WAIT TO HAVE CHILDREN
KIDS TODAY HAVE
PLENTy OF TIME!
I KNOW—

GARFIELD
SIC.sH

THERE'S A VERY FINE
LINE BETWEEN
TERMINAL- BOREPOM...

OKAY, TIME
II

TO PLAY
CONNECT THE
FRECKLES"!

PEANUTS
RAT5! I
THOUGHT THEY
WERE GIVING
AWAY FREE
SOCCER BALL5..

1 Padlock
5 Airplane
8 Ballot
12 Copycat
13 Hockey great
14 Border on
15 Surgical
stitch
17 Emphasis
19 — Lauder
20 Halos
21 Paradise
23 Hi or bye
Milan
24 Glass
container
26 Fashion's
Donna —
28 "It's — or
never"
31 Roman two
32 Wooden pin
33 Oakley ID
34 "—
Doubtfire"
36 Face with
masonry
38 35th 1.) S

new members by Calloway County Court Clerk Douglas Shoemaker
at a meeting Jan. 6. Retiring board
members are William N. Murdock
and Jim Washer. William B. Miller
is superintendent.
Frank Fennell, Harold Bynum,
Bernardinc Schroader and Betty
Wicker are new officers of Wranglers Riding Club.
Forty years ago ,
Published is a picture of Marine
Capt. William E. Rudolph, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Rudolph, receiving a certificate of achievement
for outstanding performance of
duty while sen ing with Marine
Ground Forces in Lebanon July 8
to Sept. 14. The presentation was
made at Camp Lejeune, N.C.,
where he is now stationed.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. C.C. Warner, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Copeland
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
D. Ott.
Fifty years ago
An average of $30.15 per hundred weight was reported for the
sale of dark fired tobacco for the
first four days on the Murray Market, according to Cecil Thurmond
of the Tobacco Board of Trade.
Prof. Price Doyle, head of the
Fine Arts Department at Murray
State College, has been elected president of Kentucky Association of
Schools of Music.
Kathleen Lee and Joe Bill Todd
were married Dec. 25 in Corinth,
Miss.

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE

CROSSWORDS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
THEVRE NOT READY To

Ten years ago
Calloway County High School
has been awarded accreditation by
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools through its Commission on Secondary Schools.
Published is a picture of 69year-old Wayne Williams and 82year-old Auburn Wells, retired Murray State University professors,
playing their regular games of racquetball at the courts at MSU.
Births reported include a boy
to Misty and James Welker and a
boy to Tammy and William Powell, Jan. 4.
Twenty years ago
Freezing rain and sleet put an
icy glaze -on top of up to four
inches of snow already on the
ground yesterday putting roads in
extremely hazardous conditions.
Calloway County
Fire-Rescue
Squad and Murray Police are coordinating weather emergency operations in the county and city today.
James Harrison. senior at Murray High School and a drummer
in the 1978 McDonald's All-American Band which participated in
Macy's Thanksgiving Parade in
New York City, marched in the
Tournament of Roses Parade in
Pasadena. Calif, on New Year's
Day.
Thirty years ago
Bill Stubblefield was elected
chairman and Calvin Key as vice
chairman of the Calloway County Board of Education. Other board
members are Robert T. Ross, Ferrell Miller and Lubie E. Parrish.
The latter two were sworn in as

1. You are declarer with the
West hand at Six Spades. North
leads the four of spades and you
***
win South's ten with the jack. How
DEAR ABBY: My marriage was would you play the hand?
WEST
EAST
in need of repair. My husband and I
47652
had been fighting a lot. He told me 4AKQJ98
V AKJ9
5432
•4
•A Q 9
4A K
+94
2. Again you are declarer at
Six Spades, but this time with a
slightly different hand. North leads
the four of spades and you win
UH-014,14E JUST
South's
ten with the Jack. How
WALKED INTO A
would you play the hand?
BUSH!
WEST
EAST
47652
+AKQJ98
V 5432
VAKJ9
•4
•A Q 8
4A 9
+K4
you're "ready to scream," I'd say
you're long overdue.
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can cause hives. Thus, a patient with
DEAR ABBY: I need some
such an infection, who is prescribed advice. My daughter, her husband
unnecessary antibiotics and develops
and three girls moved into my home
hives, is a diagnostic challenge: Did when my husband was ill five years
or
the urticaria result from the virus
ago. They were a big help to me
the drug?
when my husband was terminally
including
diseases
Systemic
with cancer. My son-in-law was
ill
lupus, rheumatoid arthritis. Hodgkin's always there during the night when
disease, and hyperthyroidism - often I needed him. We get along well. He
cause urticaria. For unknown rea- takes care of repairs and I have a
sons, hives affect some healthy free mind. I have my part of the
women during the last trimester of house; they have theirs. They also
their pregnancies; once they've deliv- help with all of the expenses.
ered, the urticaria disappears.
My problem is his family - espe- Psychological factors, especially cially his mother. I never had a
stress, have long been recognized to mother-in-law. My husband's mothcause hives. The reason for this is not er died before I knew him. Every
known.
time my son-in-law's mother comes
Therapy for hives is inconsistently here, she has to criticize something
effective. Obviously, the offending or complain about something. I'm
source has to be avoided, removed or ready to scream. This is my home,
neutralized. Antihistamines, such as and I'm capable of making my own
Benadryl and Atarax, are the main- decisions. I may be 80 years old, but
stays of treatment. The recently intro- I still do volunteer work and keep
duced, non-sedating antihistamines up on all the local and world news.
(Zyrtec, Claritin, Allegra) hold Reading is my hobby.
promise. Steroids may lessen reaction
I try to deal with the criticism by
in severe cases but are not ordinarily being thankful for what I have. I
required.
have my health, my own home, and
To give you related information, I I'm still able to handle important
am sending you a copy of my Health things.
Report "Allergies." Other readers
Every time I see her coming into
who would like a copy should send $2 the yard I feel like screaming. Other
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped members of the family feel the same
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill way. Abby, can you help me? His
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure family takes over every weekend. I
have a beautiful deck, but I don't
to mention the title.
use it when they're here.
TRAPPED AT HOME
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By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Jan. 8, the eighth
day of 1999. There are 357 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 8, 1935, rock-and-roll
legend Elvis Presley was born in
Tupelo, Miss.
On this date:
In 1642, astronomer Galileo
Galilei died in Arcetri, Italy.
In 1815, U.S. forces led by
Gen. Andrew Jackson defeated the
British in the Battle of New Orleans,
the closing engagement of the War
of 1812.
In 1894, fire caused serious
damage at the World's Columbian
Exposition irr Chicago.
In 1918, President Wilson outlined his 14 points for peace after
World War I.
In 1959, Charles De.Gaulle was
inaugurated as president of Ftance's
Fifth Republic.
In 1964, President Johnson
declared a "war on poverty."
In 1988, an Arizona state grand
jury .indicted Gov. Evan Mecham
and his brother, Willard, on charges
of concealing a campaign loan.
(Both were later acquitted.)
One year ago: Ramzi •Yousef,
the mastermind of the World Trade
Center bombing, was sentenced in
New York to life imprisonment.
Air traffic control' over the Pacific broke down for 16 hours; officials said the outage posed no real
danger. At the U.S. Figure Skating Championships in Philadelphia, Michelle Kwan received seven
perfect presentation marks out of
nine for her short program.
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50 Bring into
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4 Aligned
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Young
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$72.00

1-8-99 © 1999 United Feature Syndicate
6 Teutonic
deity
7 Singing
syllable
8 Spaces
9 Actress Merle
10 Type of fish

11 Diminutive
suffix
16 Give off
fumes
18 Son of Adam
22 Backs of
necks
23 Animal
enclosures
24 Jungle 25 Ventilate
27 Start the
motor
29 Dunderhead
30 Cooking
vessel
35 Slender
36 Regrets
37 Sour
38 Childish
40 Egg-shaped
42 The Devil
43 Identical
44 Type style
for short
46 Years Sp
47 Warmth
49 Nautical rope
50 Before Sept
53 King of
Bashan
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Recluse accused ofimprisoning,killing wife
AtOki

RINGGOLD, Ga. (AP) — Virginia Ridley's family and friends
had seen her only once after she
got married in 1966. Her husband
told anyone who asked that she
had left him and moved up north.
In 1997, though. it became clear
that she had never left.
Instead, police say. her husband. Alvin. kept her captive in
their home for 30 years. and finally suffocated her just over a year
ago.
• Jury selection in Ridley's murder trial began Thursday. Ridley.
a reclusive, 56-year-old former TV
repairman whose neighbors regarded him as strange and perhaps
even deranged. could get life in
prison.
The case began when Ridley
called police to report tharThis
wife had died in their tiny, dilapidated house on a northern Georgia hillside.
. • He has said Mrs. Ridley died

after having an epileptic seizure
brought on when she stopped taking medicine they could no longer
afford.
Ken Poston, Ridley's lawyer.
said his client is guilty of nothing but being intensely private,
suspicious and pitiful. Poston
described Ridley as a simple mountain man, oblivious to his own
stench and the cockroaches infesting his home.
Because of a gag order. Poston and District Attorney Buzz
Franklin would not discuss details
of the case.
People in Ringgold. which has
grown from a tiny village in the
Appalachian foothills into a small
suburb of Chattanooga. Tenn.. less
than fi‘e miles away. recalled Ridley's -cantankerous nature. blank
stare and suspicious air.
Ridley's home. which he inherited from his parents, sits on a
wooded hillside lot with numer-

ous signs to ward off trespassers.
"We just never socialized with
him," said Jan Disheroon, who has
lived across the street from the
Ridleys for 39 years. "All he does
is look at you when you pass. He
never says anything."
Ridley said hello to Mrs.
Disheroon once, at a funeral. "And
I thought, Oh my God, he can
talk." she said.
After graduating from high
school in Ringgold, Ridley joined
the Army, where he was trained
to repair electronics. His relationship with his future wife, who
was from nearby Rossville. began
as a correspondence when he was
in the Army. They married after
he was discharged in 1966.
The couple lived in public housing in Ringgold but were soon e'victed. Claiming discrimination. Ridley went, to court, but a judge
ruled against the couple.
At the discrimination trial. Mrs.

In part because of that case,
Ridley ran for sheriff in 1984. He
got 210 votes in a county of
50,000 people.
For years Ridley worked with
his father in a small Zenith television repair shop on Ringgold's
main drag. The business folded in
1988 after the elder Ridley died.
All the while, Mrs. Ridley's
relatives tried to visit her. Her sister, ,Linda Barber. said they were

Ridley's family, who had not seen
her since the wedding, obtained
an order requiring her to appear
in court. On Sept. 15, 1970, Mrs.
Ridley told the judge she was fine.
In the 1980s, Ridley was back
in court, this time to accuse the
police chief of falsifying a report
about an accident Ridley's father
had been in. The case was thrown
out and the chief won his legal
fees.

always run off by her husband.
The couple's phone was disconnected two years ago. and some
neighbors said he lives without electricity and water.
Even so, Joyce Sweeney said
many neighbors didn't consider
Ridley a threat.
-My daddy took TVs down
there when I was a little girl,"
she said. She said there was talk
that he was kind of crazy."

More money given for .Ramsey investigation
BOULDER,Colo.(AP) — Boulder County commissioners have
endorsed the work of the grand
jury investigating the JonBenet
Ramsey murder, authorizing nearly $80,000 more for its work.
The money was requested to
fund the grand jury's work through
March.
"I think we're pretty well coin-

mitted as a community to doing
everything we can to solve the crime
if it can be solved," Commissioner
Paul Danish said Thursday.
Prosecutor Bill Wise said he
will be back to ask for more
money if the work isn't completed by the end of March.
Jon Benet was found beaten and
strangled Dec. 26, 1996, in the

basement of her family's home in
Boulder.
No arrests have been made.
Police say her parents, John
and Patsy Ramsey, remain under
suspicion. The Ramseys, who have
maintained their innocence, haven't
yet been called by the grand jury,
which began its work in nrid-September.

Lexington motorist says attack was road rage
LEXINGTON. K. (AP) - A
motorist is recuperating from what
he calls a -road rage'' attack that
left him with four stitches under
his eye and 21 stitches to his forehead.
"Ifs crazy. My jaw is swollen.
He bit my cheek pretty had." said
William C. Morrison, adding that
his. head was kicked and smashed
on..concrete., ,
,1 police report listed the inei
dent as an assault that resulted
front an argument over driving.
They have a suspect in mind but
said he has not been arrested.
The • .irwident - began Monday
afternoon- When Morrison. 27. was
pulling into a parking lot and the
allege attacker was pulling out.
After the vehicles almost collided, the attacker jumped out of
his car and began shouting at Morrison.
The suspect swung at Morrison several times hut missed him'.
A oman with the suspect then
stepped between the men, and Mor-

rison fell on a piece of ice.
Once Morrison was down, the
suspect kicked him several times
in the head before bending over
him. Several times. the man
knocked Morrison's head on the
pavement.
And then, Morrison said, "He
laid over me and bit me. It hurt
pretty bad so I grabbed him around
the throat • pretty good, and then
he let go of me."
The man was gone by the time
police arrived.
Road rage is not a common
problem in Lexington, said police
Maj. Bill Thompson. But, it has
claimed at least one life.
In 1993, Damon Carl Gravatt.
21. was shot and killed en route
home.
Teen-agers in two other cars were
zigzagging through traffic in front
of Gravatt; An argument ensued
and a teen-ager shot Gravatt.
He died while trying to dm e
himself to the hospital, and the

SERVICE NEWS
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Warren Y. Thomas.. son of Fred
and lo.y Thomas of Murra.v. recently enlisted as a Engineman in the ,
United . States Navy under the
Delayed Entry Program.
This program allows young men
and women to enlist in the Navy
up to one year before their entrance
onto active duty as an enlisted
person serving their country. This
noble and patriotic act carries
including
benefits
numerous
advanced education, full time
employment and 30 days paid
vacation, each year.
As a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High School, Fireman Rec.rukt....Tittunx.t...wi.11 .leave
on August 23:1999 for basic training tbootcamp) at the Great Lakes
Naval Training Center in North
Chicago. III.
Following bootcamp. Thomas
will begin training as a U.S. Navy

Engineman. During his schooling.
Thomas will receive 26 weeks of
specialized training, due to this
being an advanced technical field.
United States Navy Engincinen
operate. service and repair internal combustion engines used to
power some of the Navy's ships
and most of the Navy's small craft
Enginemen also operate and
maintain electrohydraulic • controllable pitch propeller systems and
steering engines, refrigeration and
air compressors, desalinization
planh and small auxiliary boilers
For more information about
Navy job opportunities. the Nav.v
College Fund or the guaranteed
$15,400 Montgomery G.I. Bill, contact your local Navy representa-_
five in Paducah-STG2 Alias D
Mix at 502-443-NAVY (6289) (Sr
visit the World Wide Web at
www.navystlouis cM11:

teen-ager was sentenced to a year
in prison.
Morrison'. wife. Angela, wit-

nessed most of the incident Monday but had trouble getting help.
Several businesses apparently

refused to let her call police on
their phones, she said.
"I was stunned." she said. "I

don't see how people can watch
somebody be beaten and not call
the police."

It's January...It's Cold...The emperature is "Dropping"
,

So here at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet & Toyota of Murray
We Have Decided To "Drop" Our Prices As The Weathdr Changes.,..

Just Take A 1_,€)©K At This Weeks Specials
On Our Pre-Owned Vehicles
BARGAIN BLIZZARD SPECIALS
CARS

Stock #

Miles

1996

Buick Century

#67548

38,xxx

1996

Olds Cutlass Cierra

#86158

37,xxx

'9,300
'9,700
'9,600

$10,988

VANS
Stock #

Miles

Was

1993

Chevrolet Astro

#15938

79,xxx

$8,988

1994

Mercury Villager

#00236

79,xxx

$11,988

1994

Ford Explorer

#12943

75,xxx

$14,988

NOW

'7,500
'10,800
'13,800

TRUCKS

/(Pif
6tk

\\\

guoirwcirmr•E4

Stock #

Miles

Was

1994

Ford Ranger 4x4X-Cab

#07451

65,xxx

$12,988

1997

Ford F-150 X-Cab

#41949

25,xivx

$19,988

'11,900
'18,500

Ecer wonder what the oldest business in Murray„
Kentucky is? To find out, be sure to pick up_a copy of I
the January 28, 1999 edition when our special pages
"Milestone;" will be published.
To Advertise How Low
Your Business Has Been
In Murray, Call Our
Advertising Department at

•

• •

1993 Chrysler Lebaron,6 Cyclinder, Well Equipped,52,xxx Miles

753-1916
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DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET,INC. T4;;
Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri.; 8-5 Sat.
Service Dept. Hours: 7:00-5:30 Monday-Friday
Fax (502) 753-1629
Email address -- dtaylorkfldd.net

kw,

OF MURRAY
Next to Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Showroom Hours: 8-7 Mon.-Fri.; 8-5 Sat.
Fax (502) 759-9918
Email address -- cltayloroeinn not

Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502)7532617Z Hwy. 641 South • Murray •(502) 753-4961
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